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Many Users of Cocaine
Hipkinsville.
SNUFF IT UP
In Asking Court to qonstr ue the
Will of thii Late
NOSES. MRS. SUSIE ANDERSON.
The Drug. It is Said. Was Introeueed Hers By The Suit is Brought by Mr; T. IA 1,nes Is
Degenerate Wets Nan, -lee N. xi Friend" of eouise Jones.
AND NOW THERE ARE SCORES OF ViCTIIIIS
The cocaine habit h is scores of vic-
tims in floplititsville. Many periods in
the lower cheeses of negroes and de-
graded white people are addicted to the
use of the drug, and others are rapidly
beemnign acquainted with It.
Utterly Bates Victims.
Cocaine is a °Gospels-duvet), new drug,
bat since it has been Introduced there
has been time enough for it to drag
down thousands of p ople. It utterly
ruins its victim in body and soul.
In Hopkinaville it has not been in
general we but a few months. It is
said that Bud Garth, the degenerate
young white man who recently escaped
from jail here, is la:ripely responsible fur
its introductio e !
It is said that imarh more cocaine
than morphine Or arty opium is sold
here. At present there is no law pro-
hibitine •-• and !those who use it
have - 'v.seeuriug all they
want pre s money k nough
to pay for it.
How It Is Used.
Cocaine is snuffed up the nostri's. It
aftecte mere very much as morphine
does. Its continued use never fails to
either kill its victims or drive them in-
sane. It is said that a bill may be pass-
ed at this session of the Lexislatare to
prohibit its sale by druggists to anyone
unless the request for it is accompanied
by a physician's certificate.
•••
Died From Hiccoughs.
William Harry died early Friday
morning at hie home on High street.
His death was ceased by a continued
spell of hiccoughs. Oases of this kind
are of rare occurence.,
Pieta re of Health.
Harry was a robust., healthy looking
man. He weighed nearly two hundred
pounds and seldom suffered from ille of
any kind.
He was of a jovial dieposition and was
well- liked by his associates. Intempe-
rance was his one serious misfortune,
and to this his death was due.
About eight days ago he began hic-
coughing from the • fleeces of whisky. At
,first he was not alermed, but as the hic-
•-euishs '• :acreage he sent for
PnTinclAIls w 4.1 In their power to
stop them.
He was rendered so weak by his
spasmodic inspiration that from the first
part -the week he was confined
bed. He was uuable to obtain any
relief whatever and the hiccoughs be-
came more and more convaleive.:Thurs-
niglit shortlp after twelve o'clock he
died.
Wedding eit'OSrulean.
Mr. Sam 1) Barfield and :Miss Mag-
gie Stewart were marri-d at the home
of the bride s father, Mr. Jeff Stewart,
near Cern'ean, the last of last
week by Rev J. U Sperm, says the
Telephone. Mr. Albert Stewart and
Mies Pearl Stews. t vere h attendant".
Immediately after the wedding ; the
bridal party, with a number of friends,
went to the home at the groom's father,
Mr Marion Barefleld, where a reception
was given. Both are members of prom-
inent families. They will reside at the
farm of the groom's father.
Large Crops.
; ?ging from the heavy plant bed
eces :eg in this county, an unusually
Lar.r• -rep of tobacco may be expected
tn' n.
pen weather in this !moth has
en et. ;lanters to complete their plant
,ed r-age, and it is said to be one of
Arg t in the county's history.
-
Jitickleu's ArnicallSalve.
'tee salve in the world for Outs
Bre ete- e. r ex, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Tester, Chapped Hands,
Ohtible, ,s, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, el,I pose: •••..11 Curer Pelee, or no
pay re., ;Ird is guaranteed to give
perfect -0. .• -: • eon et- money refund-
ed. Pr.., - - hot Fur sale by It
0 Hardwick
•
Leese • ;Motel.
A company of ingerance men from
Louisville and other parts of the Stiles
have been formed to conduct the Gray-
son Springs Hotel. They have leased it
for three years. One of the promoters
is Sam C. Mercer, Jr., of this city.
DEATH OH PORKER RESIDENT.
Zr.. Susan R. Grahatn Passes Away in
Clarksville, Virginia.
News has reached the city of the
death of Mrs. Susan H. Graham. She
passed sway at her home in Clarksville,
Virginia, February 15.
She was the widow of the late John
Graham and formerly resided in the
county, where her relatives and friends
are numerous.
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THE CASE WILL BE HEARD NEXT MONTH.
Quite an interesting snit ha, just been
filed in the equity divistou of the Cir-
cuit Court, and will ratite up for trial
early in the term of Codrtsocn to begin
Style 18 of the uit.
The style of the suit id -T. M. Jones,
who sues in his iv. ii ri4ht and as the
next friend of Louise Joeies, who s an
infant under fourteen Ague of age, and
the said Louse Jones, Plaintiffs vs. Dr.
E. 0. Anderson and W. ile Tandy as i x-i
ecntors of the last will mind testament of
Mrs. Susie S. Andereouddec'd, and the
said Anderson in his oesth right, and
said W. T. Tandy as Thistee for said
Louise Jones, Defenclanits."
It will be rememberedlthat some time
ago Dr. Anderson renotinced the pro-
visions of the will of hial deceased wife
and notified the court that he would
take such share of the estate as provided
for by law in such crises.
The petition filed in the snit of Mr. T.
M. Jones as next friend of Louise Jones,
after setting forth the fact that Mrs.
Susie S. Anderson had made a %ill
leaving to Louise Jones One-helf of all
stock in the City Bank enened by her,
also one set of bed-room :furniture, one
carpet, piano, jewielry, incluu-
ing diamond ring ! and pins,
her pearl - handle )neves a n d
forks, silver spoons, china, &c., &c. ,aud
also by codicial one-half pf all property
of every description after payment of
certain other legacies ahd by codicial
provided in case of death of E C. And-
erson that part ,of estate devised to him
except the sum of #5,000,!aud that the
Louise Jones herein mentioned was the
same Louise Jones named in the said
will, goes on to say that the said Louise
Jones, an infant under fourteen years
of age, has no guardian. t ureter or com-
mittee in this State, that she is a niece
of plantiff T. M. Jones, Who would be
one of her heirs in case she should die
without issue; that thee, bulk of her
estate came from her tether, Lucien
Jones. It states that Mrk. Susie S. An-
derson had bequeathed her farm to her
brother" and their children and had also
directed that other legacies to the
amount of $7,000 he paid;
Will Was Probated.
It sets forth the fact that the said will
had been probated in the county come
cn Monday, Dec. 7, 1896eand that E. 0.
Anderson and W. T. Tandy named
therein had appeared in eourt and qual-
ified and entered upon the discharge of
their daties. It then says that "since
the will had been probated E. C. Ander-
son had appeared before the County
Clerk and attempted by a writing.
wh.ch he acknowledged, lield and order-
ed rpoorded, to renounce ell claim under
said w1.1 and claimed a distributable
share, in the estate of hie deceased wife,
just as though no will had been made.
The petition then allege* that there is
no provision or principle of law by
which said E. 0. Andenian is authorized
to make any such renunciation, and ac-
cording to law he is not ;entitled to a
distributable interest or any interest in
the estate of said wife except what
might be left undisposed of by will
That the said E. 0. Anderloon was, great-
ly to the pre julice of thelinterest of the
Infant plaintiff, claiming one half of
the real estate for life and one-half of
the persoualty abeoluteli fur all the
legacies named in the will would have
to come out of the iced iultant plaintiff's
interest. i
,
Bond Not Recatiired.
It then state is that catid;Anderson and
Tandy had never beeu renaired to give-
any bond. That said 'ready was acting
for the child under the ptovisions of the
will of said infant's fkther, Lucien
Jones. That unless relate:ones:1 by the
court said Anderson and Tandy will
divide the estate in accoreance with the
claim set up by said E. le Anderson for
a distributable share, therefore, the
plaintiff. T. M Jones, wlio would be one-
of the histreof the infant, Louise Jones,
in case she should die in lufency, prays
the court for a construction of the will
and a determination of Oise rights of
said E C. Anderson. !
e. ase—i—
A Cure for Rheuinatisre.
Benton, Ark.
meows. LPepman Bros., Eavantiah, Ga.
Gentlemen :—I had rheumatism about
two months during Iasi winter, was
confined to my room morn of the time. I
saw an advertisement ;in the Saline
Courier recommending Fl. P. P. as a
cure for rheumatism. I) bought theee
bottles, but before I got i through with
the third bottle I was cured, and have
not felt the leant effect lif rheumatism
sinew It is landout•tedlyi the beet reme-
dy for rheumatism I evert tried. I can
cheerfully recommend i etito the public.
Your. truly, I.20. /14. 01;_e_leletilie.e.
SAYS HI IS SURE TO WIN.
;
— 1
Senator Debo• Asserts That Oru mbnu g b
;
Will Not Be Turned Down.
I
. 
,
In in ineerview with al Dispatch cor-
respondent, Senator Delehe says:
"I want to say this &bent the Crane
bangh appointment. His nomination
will stand. The Senate committee on
Accounts will report his nomination
favorably neat Thnrsdaty. They can't
turn him down, because!ie is competent
for the place by virtue of his education
in the Naval Academy' at Annapolis,
which has equipped hue thoroughly for
the place. Only the Brsdley ;faction is
fighting him, and it seethe strange that
! all the Louisville .papete, except The
!Dispatth are giving falae accounts of
, Crumbangh's name for the supervision
Ii of steam resets in the t.locinnati dis-
trict. Senators Elkins i and Faulkner
have both heen fghtingi this appoint-
ment of mine, but I have got the nomi-
nation of Crumbaugh Judd I will stand
until he is confirmed, ftr the President
has nominated Crumbaegh and he has
only withdrawn one fetch nomination
and that was not bee %nee of incompe.
teeny, but because the nominee was
proved to have been indirted as a former
occupant of the office torwhich the Pres-
ident recently reappointled him "
'
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Chicago, 'Irebt. 91.—A1olph L. Live-
; o'
ireit's motion for a ac trial has Iw
Superinduced By Erysipelas Venerable
Over the Heart,
MRS. R. L. BOYD DIES.
It Was Not Knews Un!il a Few Days Ago That
Her Condeion Was Serious.
ESTAIABLE WIFE OF A HOWELL FARMER
Mile Bettie F. Boyd. one of the most
beloved women in South Christian. died
last Friday at her home near Howell.
Blood Poisoning.
Mrs. Boyd had been ill for sonic time
from erysipelas over the heart and
this superinduced leood poisoning which
caused her death. It was only duriug
h• r last few days that the Pt roue nature
el her condition was suspeeted, and the
majority of her friends will ht•ar of her
death with surprise as well as with deep
sorrow.The deceased was a lovable, Christian
woman. She was a member of the Hap-
tist church ad was faithful to her da-
res as mother, wife and friend She
will be greatly missed from the cum-
muney in %h eel she lived,
Born In Christian.
She Was formerly Miss Bettie White,
a native of this county, and was born
December 9, 1639. Her father was the
late R. G. White, who came to this
county from Virginia in le32. Her hus-
band and several children survive her.
e
LARGE REAL Es rATE DEAL.
J. s. Keeling Sella It • Todd County
Farms and Moves to Christian.
Another big re-al estate deal has just
b .en closed in which J. S. Keeling, of
the Fairview neighborhood, Fold his
farm to Dr. Stuart and J. W. Yancy,
for the Mee sum of 0.1e0.
Mr. Keeling then purchased a very
fine farm in Christian reality, about
two miles from Pembroke, Ky., and on
the Pen broke and Downer road, paying
$1,340 for 144 acres. The terms of the
purchase was $300 down and the bal-
ance in one and two years --Todd Coun-
ty Times.
•
CHRISTIAN COUN IY ELOPERS.
Ernest Brumfield and MIPli Bertie Arm-
strong Mary in Cisi Neville.
Mr. Ernest Brumfi dd and ,Miss Bet-
tie Armstrong eloped to Clarksville last
Friday afternoon.
The young man seented a marriage
license and the services of Squire Smith
and at four o'clock he and his sweet.
heart were joined in wedlock in the par-
lor of the Northington House. Inumedi.
ately after the ceremony the happy cou-
ple catue home to seek parental forgive-
ness.
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LENT REGULATIONS-.Regulations
for Lent were promulgated in all the
Catholic churches in this diocese Sun-
day by order of Bishop McCloskey.
LOsT. —Small gold locket, two pictures
in same—reward—return to this of-
rice.
0.E. SOCIETIES—There are 40,198
Christian Endeavor societies' in the
United States and 11,824 in the rest of
the world.
COLD BATII.—If one is conternplat,
ing the necessity of exposure to sun or
wind, a cold water bath is better than a
warm one, as it toughens the skin aun
makes it firmer in its resistance to un-
favorable conditions.
FREIGHT EARNINGS —The Inis-
vile Nashville's freight earnings for
the present fiscal year exceed 1894-1893
icy over $1,000,000 and by $1,750,000 as
compared with 1S96.
Gish it Garner's Wild Goose Lini-
ment cures rheumatien and neuralgia.
It Touches the Spot. At all druggists.
HOT WATER.--This is a greater
medical factor than many believe or
know. For instance, a goblet of hot
water, just as hot as it is possible to
drink, taken just after rising in the
morning, will ease obstinate cases of in-
digestion, and no simple remedy is more
widely recommended by the medical
profession.
Twenty head of vend ninles nn 1 horses
fur Lite ..t L • • 't5 a ie.
BROKE HIS ARM—Frank, the nine-
year-old m
-
so of W. W. Clark, forerly
of this city, broke his arm by a fall last
Friday at his home in 0 weneboro.
ENJOYABLE—Mrs. Smitheon's mu-
sic class gave a recital Friday eve at the
home of their instructor before a large
and appreciative ccenpeny of friends.
Aiming the participants in the con-
cert were, Mistiest PrOWIle, HarbOJT, Pool,
Merritt, Garnett, Putty, Smithson,
Steele, Long, Ellis, Cushman, Faxon,
Compete }Amundson and Tandy.
HAS D :CLINED.—Bishop Thomas
U. Due le.- has declined the generisl
secretaryship of the Domestic and
Foreign Missionary Society of the Prot-
estant Episcopal Church. Ile made his
decision known to the society a few days
ago.
SMOKE CURLS—Smoke is curling
up from hundreds of burning plant beds
in the tobacco belt.
AT WORK—Farmers are getting rea-
dy for "sho 'nough" work.
Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair,
Gold Medal, Midwinter Fair.
•D
overruled and he was day mentenewl es
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s. Elizabeth Vurther Investigation lf Ca_ The Startling Fact That The
Clardy Passes Away. caine Habit Here. Maine'S Magaz'nes
SHE LIVED 94 YEARS. SLAVES OF THE DRUC ARE ALL STILL IN TACT.
The Dtc,.ased Was e Mother of Ceearest- Are Proud of Their En:hrallment and Partici Proves Conclusivelth y the Disaster Could Not
man Jets D. Clirdy.
WAS A WOMAN OF MAhY NOBLE QUALITIES
E'iztbeth Cayce Clardy, the ven-
erable mother of Cohgreesumn John D
Clardy, died Saturday at her home near
Bell, in the Southern part of this coun-
ty, of ailments Inc ident to old age.
Biographical Sketch.
The deceased was a daughter of Flem-
ing and Elizebeth Atkinson i'ayce, of
Cumberland county, Virginia, and she
was married January 3, 1821, to the late
John 0. Clardy, who was torn in 1798
in Granville county, North Carolina,
and removed with his parents to Smith's
Grove, Tenn , and settled near Dixon's
Springs about 1804, titter which he set-
tled in Christian enmity in 1831, and
died in i.3. His father, Benjamin (J.,
who was bor. el North Carolina and
died in Smith county, Tenn., in 1842,
was the Kin of Bet j main Clardy, Sr.,
who came from Frauee to Florida, and
afterward settled in North Carolina.
Mrs. Elizath Cayce Clardy was born
September 3, 1801, in Cumberiaud coun-
ty, Virginia. Frau her union with Mr
John C. Clardy sprang a large family,
and their children and grandchildren
are among the most prominent citizens
in South Kentucky. The family con-
sisted of: Benjamin le (deceased), Eliz-
abeth S , William D., John D., James
M , Betjamin F., Sallie A., Dr, Thomas
F., Henry H. and Fanny C.
For seventy years the deceased resid-
ed at the old Clardy homestead. She
posse-seed a fine estate consisting of
three hundred and seventy-two acres of
valuable and productive laud in a high
state of cultivation.
For over half a century the deceased
had been a member of the Salem Baptist
church. She Was a woman of great nee
bility of character, and her beautiful
Christian life was well woi thy of emu-
lation.
Funeral Sunday.
Funeral services were held Sunday
afternoon at the late residence. A large
crowd of friends and relatives had as-
sembled to pay by their pretence a tri-
bute to the deceased. The remains were
laid to rest oy the side of her hnband
and children in the family burying
ground.
L. • N. Earnings.
The gross earnings of the Louisville&
Nashville read for the second week in
February amount to S430,185. credited
to the following sources: Freight,$327,-
400; paeseliger, $75,785; miscellaneous,
$27,000. This is a gain of $41,800 over
the earnings of the same week last year
The gain for the first two weeks of the
month was $90,950.
Jones vs. Anderson.
In the case of Louise Jones against the
executors of Mrs. Susan Anderson an
amended petition has been filed in which
it Is stated that the fact that W. T.
Tandy has been appointed as guardian
of the iufaut plaintiff had been over-
looked by the draftsman of the petition.
This fact is now alleged and said Tandy
comes and as gu irdian makes the state-
meta of the petition his own and unites
in the prayer to have the will construed
and the right to renounce determined.
The /iloceru Way
Commends itself to the well-informed,
to do pleasantly and effectually what
was formerly done in the crudest mau-
cier aud disagreeably as well. To cleanse
the system and break up colds, head-
aches and fevers without unpleasant af-
ter effects, use the delighteul liquid Isx•
at lye remedy, Syrup of Figs. Made by
California FiceSyrup Co.
The Tobacco Market.
The Hopkinsville tobacco receipts last
week were 230 Ithde, offerings 72, rejec-
tions 21 and sales, (public and private),
31.
Evenly Divided.
"The offerings were about evenly di-
vided between old and new. The new
was a'most entirely lugs, which were in
a little more demand, but prices showed
no material change. The new Was vet y
common and undesirable and showed
no new features. Rehandlers and spec-
ulators bought the most of it. Prices
remain irregular and unchanged.
Deliveries of loose at the factories
have been small owing to the good
weather for larmit g. Loose buyine
does not show quit- as much activity,
but a few sales are still made at high
prices. The Assessor's report pares
the crop of tete:ice° for 1e97 at 4,932 355
lbs. for Christian county.
Some Quotations.
"We quote for old: Trash $2or
e0entn011 lugs $2.75ia 3 25; medium lugs
$3 trelia 4 25; good lugs $4 50(.14 75; low
leaf Vette 50; common leaf $5.75(if 8:
medium leaf $8.50!.• Ill; no better of-
fered."
e sae--
Cruelty To • Cow.
Robert Hale was tried in the City
Court Monday on a charge of cruel-
ty to an animal. As Judge Leavell was
a witness in the case, Attorney Fort
Wilkerson was elected Judge pro. tem.
Evidence showed that a cow had fre
quently annoyed Mr. Hale by straying
into his stable and eating hay. On one
occasion he repeatedly struck the cow
with a rake, the teeth of which entered
the animals bark and sides and lasicerat-
ed the flesh. He was fined $10 and
costs.
Joined In Marriage.
pate In -Parties II Have Been an Accidene
SOME ADDITIONAL INFOHMATiON
It de velopes on further investigatiell
that the use of cocaine is even more
ge neral in this city than shown in the
article on this subject published in the
NEW ERA qua-day last week.
Not At All Ashamed.
The victims of the habit are not only
numerous but they seem to be proud of
their s:avery to the dr g. It is said that
crowds of "cocaine fiends," gather al-
most nightly and et joy "patties," at
which the feature of the evening, and
the on'y refreshments, is snuffing the
stuff up their nosoils.
The eontinual use of the deadly co-
caine is having its disastrous c ff eet on
all those who use it. It has actually
eaten all the skin from the Denies of
those who inhale it. The faees of the
"fiends" have become emaciated and
their eyes ere sunken in They look
like walking ghosts at night and are-
afraid of themselves. Soule have almost
entirely stopped eating, but subsist on
the drug. They spend every cent they
can get for the drug.
The Louisville Commercial Sundey
printed a lengthy article telling of the
hold the habit has on the tie groes of
that c ty. The paper says that "cocaine
parties" are given there every night.
The cocaine habit was unheard of on
the "Chute" twelve months ago, but up-
on the arrival of a -fiend" from New
Orleans, who introduced the luxuries of
its eff eta, users of morphine, "dope"
and other poisons, at once took a fancy
to it and at once became its slaves, ac-
cording to the Commercial. 1 he drug
is only generally used by "sniffing," as
it is called; that is, by means of inhal-
ing the dry powder through the nos-
trils. The method of injecting is total-
ly unknown.
When some one announces that she is
going to give a feast those who are in•
sated asked to contribute a dime. That
night they assemble in the room. '1 he
light is turned low and the hostess opens
the pack. She takes a pinch betweee
her fii gers and passes the pack to the
W011ia.e next to her. They all take a
pinch and then they inhale the drug to-
gether. The cocaine acts quickly and
soon the fiend is off in a doze. The drug
has its peculiar effects and causes the'
user to dream. Those who sit in the
feasts say they dream of nothing but
mcney. They nuasone they are rich and
in th• ir stupor gloat over the supersti-
tious wealth and make pretentious of
counting big sums of money.
What It Costs.
The drug costs 63 cents per grain and
is purchased in what the "fiends" call
-padre" A peck will furnish three
"sniff ." around at a table of Fix and
then, if those who take it are not under
its influence, contributions for another
"pack" are collected aud they have an-
other round of the thug.
Robinson Held Over.
Edgar Robinson, the Buff Spring
farm. r who on last Monday shot and
seriously wounded his tennant Fine
genres aud painfully wounded Sidney
Quarles, claims that the shooting was
don.) in self defense.
His examining trial was pet for Satur-
day afternoon. No one appeared for
the i riser-neon, and the Magistrate
before whom the trial was to take place
held Robinson over to the Circuit Court
mid • r a small bond.
Robinson says that when the shots
were. fired the Quarles, armed with a
knif•• and bludgeon, were advancing on
him. The elder Queries is still in a
serious coedition.
WERE IN DOUBT ABOUC IT
— —
But Finally Mrs. Eham Bufrd Was Or-
dered to the Asylum lie e.
Friday afternoon Mrs. Samuel Buford
wife of a tenant on August Neischan's
farm, was tried for lunacy in the Cir-
cuit.Court, Pays the Owensboro Inquir-
er. The jury heard the evidence, and
could not agree that she was insane, one
of them saying that she appeared to
have more sense than her husband. She-
hats been in the asylum before.
Another jury wee+ summoned Satur-
day afternoon and the case tried again
Mrs. Buford was this time adjudged of
undsound mind and ordered to be taken)
to the sy.um at Hopkinsville.
eeeee
•
when the Creator said to woman,
"In sorrow shalt thou bring forth
children," that a curse was pro-
nounced against the human race,
but the joy felt by every Mother
when she first presses to her heart
her babe, proves the contrary.
Danger and suffering lurk in
the pathway of the Expectant
Mother, and should be avoided,
that she may reach the hour when
the hope of her heart is to be real-
ized, in full vigor and strength.
MOTHER'S FRIEND
so relaxes the
(„1 - A system and as-
si sts Nature,
77, ---
'
that the nec-
essary change
takes place
without N a u -
sea, Headache,
Nervous or
Gloomy Fore-
boding of clan-
ger, and the
perfored at the home or the bride's 1 tryingm
parents in and suffering, as so many happythe Era neighborhood. Rev. 
hour is robbed of its pain
W. E. McChord, officiated. mothers have experienced.
Nothing but "Mother's Friend" does
Rwady fur Sainthood. this. )on't be deceived or
persuaded to use anything else.
Au pv111%111:0 says In It. obituary of a "Wr.tIttor's!tisnalarreitttgrinfr tort
r•solplit sdilne wa• a nom nut mtiotlaim vt,
intottrity, N iueeeesttii hollow, man, a  ot„ctiet,00,1 ,„, ht mot „ wool
, • inii,11 al*iiym plilei:1,,m6,1„0„t ii St 555, histAii Li*pai e Halide t
Ii Is Jualu Vint I 'il  11 in di 1111111,
Mr. 0. A. Hamby and Miss Miume
McKnight were joined in marriage
Saturday night. The ceremony was
•
„4
sirmicsas
the &41111•1•141 Ilidetth Ma
CONGRESS MAY TAKE ACTION VERY SOON.
(sPE TO NEW ERA I
New Yotk, Feb. 21.--2 p. we—Dis-
patches have just been received . here
from reliable, accurate cerrespoedenta
at Havana saying that the Court of In-
quiry ranee:ice' there this morning, and
that expert divers who heel event some
time inspecting the deem had come up
and made a report of their ork as far
as they had gone.
THEIR REPOR r.
To the consternation of the Spanith
authorities these divers rer ort thet they
FOUND THE MAGAZINES OF THE
MAINE IN TACT. So tine does away
with the Sp wish ass Trion that the
wreck of the Maine was due te an ex-
plosion of heeniagazinee. It was kuown
all along that the in: ga ines inn the rear
of ship hed not exploded and it Was fee
that reason that naval offieere claimed
that none of them had, be-cease, they
said, detonation of one of thew would
necessarily have exploded the others.
WHAT it NOIA•S.
The finding of the magazine in tact is
to most people, sufficient proof that the
affair was not an accident.
There is nothing in the Spanish claim,
lately made, that the disaster might
have been due to the explosion of one of
the high-pressure boilers, for the explo-
sion of all the boilers at once could not
have wrought such havoc. Nor is there
any significance in the claim of the
Spanish Admiral iu command at Hava-
na that the affair could not have been
caused by the t xploction of a torpedo or
a sub marine mine. RECAUSE NO DEAD
SEA FISH WERE FOUND FLOATI•0 IN THE
meetitea, which would have been the
case if such an explosion had oceurred
in the water. It isn't likely that the
Spanish Admiral was looking for dead
sea fish while the water in Havana har-
bor was dotted with the bodies of dead
Americans. The sea fish theory was
thought of several days after the disas-
ter,
in short, the discovery of the divers
that the magazines orthe ve-ilir ierilVf not
explode 'knocks tu the head" all of the
Spanish theories as to the disaster hay-
ing been an aceitleia.
Further reporte from the divers SSP
waited for with great anxiety by the
public, for everebedy is satisfied that
the wreck cou'd have been caused ouly
by a sub-marine mine, for the existence
of which the Spanish Government alone
could be responsible.
Notice of Consolidation.
To the Stockholders ef the Cumberland
Telephone & Telegraph Company:
You are hereby notified that it Is pro-
posed on the first Thursday in March,
1898, it being the third day of March,
18148, and the day for the regular annual
meetuig of the stockholders of this Com-
pany at Hopkinsvilie, Kentucky, to con-
solidate this C•.neesey and the Great
-Southern Telephoue & Teiegraph Cent
pany, of Henderson, Kentucky, in•oune
Company, under tee name a 0 8'3 141 n f
the "Llumberlaild Telephone & T. le-
aph Comuipanmy,' with its principle of•
lice at Hopktustvi le, Kentucky. ihe
capital stock of the misolidatt el Com-
pany is to be three mileons of dollars,
in ehares of one hundred dollars each,
of which 16 957 shares are to be issued
and go to the sharehelders of the Cam-
berlaud Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany, share for share, and 9458e, ahares
ire-to be issued, and to go to the share-
holders of the Great S 'where Telephone
& Telegraph Company, oue share fur
•very two shares of the stork of said
Great Southern Telephone & Telegra
Company, cut ject to certain conditines
as to four quarterly dividends in the
event of certain litigation in Louisiana,
pending against said CompAny. The
details and particular provisions will be
fully set forth and shown at said meet-
ing.
This Februry 10, 1818.
Cumberland Telephoee & Teleraph Co
I ;y LELAND HOME, Seeretari
THE DREADED
CONSUMPTION.
T. A. Slocum. NI. C., the Great Chemist and
Scientist. will Send Free, to the Afflic-
ted, Three Beet ties of ills Newly
Discovered Remedies to
Coniumpt In tool All
Luug Troubles.
Nothing could be fairer, more philan-
thropic or carry more joy to the selec-
ted, than the hirer of :e. A. Slocum, M.
C., of 183 Pearl street, New York City.
Confident that he has discovered an
at solute cure for coneumptlyn and all
pulmonary complaints, amid to make its
great merits known, he will Rend, free,
three bottles of medicine, to any reader
ot the NEW Efts who is snffenng from
chest, bronchial, throat and lung trou-
bles or roustimption.
Already this "new scientific coulee of
medicine" has permanently cured thou-
sands of apperently hopeless cases.
The Doctor considers in- his religions •
duty—a duty which he owes to human-
Offered freely, is enough to commend AO
ity—to donate his infallible cure.
it, and more 90 is the perfect confidence
of the great chemist making the prole-
81tiHehas proved the dreaded consump-
tion to tea curable disease beyond any
don 
bheLre will be no mistake in mending
—the mistake will be in overlooking the
generous invitation. He has on file in
his American and European laboratories
testimonials of expel-ince from those
cured, in all parts of the world.
Don't delay until it is ton lett. Ad-
dress T A. Slocum, M. 0 , 144 Pine St ,
New York, and when writing the Dm -
tor, please give express and poet•offiee
Rehires and mention reading this article
In rh• New Eno eadetpw-ly
1
A Young Man Who Mis-
takenly Believed He
Had Heart Disease.
He Simply Scared Himself to
Death, for His Heart Was
Sound.—What a Pity He Did
Not Take Proper Advice 1
A dramatic store is told of a young man
in Chicago who believed he liaA heart dis-
ease. Ile abstained trent exercise and he
avoided excitement. He dosed hiniself per-
sistently and imagined that only by leading
an invalid's life could he hope to keep death
at arm's length. One day lie euddenly met
a woman who had been aesociated with a
discreditable chanter in his history.
"My tied! my heart !" cried the young
man, and he fell at her feet stone dead.
An autopsy showed that his heart was
absolutely sound. It was the opinion of
the physicians that he might have live•I to
a ripe old age if he had taken the precau-
tion to consult a competent specialist.
The time when a i•hysician was laughed
at for devoting himself to one branch of his
profession is past. So broad is the field of
medical knowledge that no one wen can
hope to cultivate it all. The seven great
rnen whose portraits accompany thi• article
have earned the undying gratitude of the
world by their work as specialists.
Notice that the frame of the pictures is a
"5" preceded by a stellar mark. Five dol-
lars is a great or a small sum. according to
circumstances. One thine is certain: a five-
dollar bill never looks quite so small as when
it is considered as the price of a complete
diagnosis and full treatment by medical
specialists of the highest rank.
Do you think the thine is impossible?
The Warner Nazam Medicine Ce.. of New
York City, has made it poesible. At the head
of the conipany is Mr. H. If. Warner, who
made himself famous several rears why the
igrfection of a remedy fur diseases of the, 
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Tie has enlarged the sphere of his
ashy organising a staff of specialises,
rvices are placed within the reach
public who otherwise would have
s of getting the best special treat-
erica affords. This superb body
ns includes authorit ies on diseases of
i and the nerves: of the heart, liver
nere: of the stomach and bowels.
e specialists in those dreadful male-
make women wretched.as well as in
mire and obstinate ailments of men,
e theadvantage of the Warner.Naz-
Sane Company's remarkable enter-
VOLUME =VW, NO. 32
prime. send a frank, tall account c your
Pew to the corn pan y' s ote cesi. 22G Broad way,
New York. One of the symptoms Mahki
prepared by the Board of Peysiciaro viii be
, eu free on application. This will
,u to rye s complete history of
y stiction. Ir, returr, you a-ill get •
by a learned physician w br, has
your particular disease the study of
his life, and medicine fi-‘) a month 4 treat-
ment, should so long a time b necessary for
• cure. Pintse bear in rcind that this med-
icine will be especially proscribed for you.
Write today for the symptom. blank.
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25 Per Cen
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• Off our Suits, Over-
s and Children's Goods.
Don't Waste T me Looking Around When an
Onortunity Lie This is Offered!
$5.00 SUITS FOR $3.75.
$10.00 SUITS FOR $7.60.
$15.00 SUITS FOR $11.25.
THIS ISA GREAT CHANCE!
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Avery, Hartig-Becker
STEEL PLOWS,
Chattanooga and Improved 4°
CHILLED PLOWS. •
Call on us, and we will give you MORE GOODS and BETTER GOODS
•) than any one else for your dollars. •
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Do You T1ilnk?0•
somebody else $9.00 for a SADDLE that we
DO YOU THINK it a goo scheme to pay 7
will sell you for
DO YOU REGARD
'some one else
will sell you for
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It will not only pay yo• well, but it will please us to have you call
and see our stock.
A.Yost &Co.
13XCLU6IVE HARNESS AND
SADI)1513,'Y HOUSE. : •Hopkinsville. Ky.
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1'1[E NEW ERA.
-PUBLISHED BY-
kew Era Printing & Publish'g Co
MUNT,ER WOOD, President
•0•111...
OFFICE:-New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main. Hopinnsville, Ky.
*1.00 A YEAR.
Itessewed at the poetoflice in Hopkinsville
sessmd.slass matt Matter
Friday, February 25, 1898.
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ADVERTISING RATES:-
One Inch, first Insertion
One inch, one month.  
One Inch, three monthe
One Inch, slx months
150
SOO
6 ire
10 tin
One inch. one year   15 ue
Additional rates may be hid by appnea-
non at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
inflected quarterly.
All euiverti.ements Inserted without spec-
ified time will be ch.riged for until ordered
oat.
Announcententa of Si.rriages and Deaths.
Sot exceeding live line, and notices of
preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Reepect,
sad other similar notices, rive cents per hue.
- 
CLUBBING RATES: -
Th• Waall11.7 New ERA and the following
paper ORO year:
Wee4.lJ CIncincinnati Enquirer $1 Ea,
/semi- eekly St. Louis Republic
brims-Weekly Olobe-Deinocrat
Homo and Farm
\Weekly
es' 
Louisville Dispatch
LadiRome Journal
Twice-...Week Courier-Journal . . .. 1 so
Tr-I-Weekly New York World 110
Special rehabbing rates with any magazine
or newspaper published in the United States
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COURT DIRECTORY.
Ornourr Cotorr-First Monday in June
and fourth Moaday in February and Sep-
=tuber.
hivairriaht COURT-Second Mondays
-1 Jenaery, April, July and October.
Ftsohsh Oothrr-First Tuesday in April
and October.
Ckhrrv Coorr-First Monday in every
month.
/Er Please examinethe
date on the margin of
your paper. If your time
has expired call and pay
your subscription.
NEW ERA CO.
The Mansfield (Ohio) Shield says: "It
Is kind of McKinley not to require an
apology from De Lome for telling the
truth about him."
Spain might save herself many a day
of future repining by noting the fact
that right now the War Department
stational show that we have 10,301,3a9
fiShting men in this country.
Mr. Dingley recent explained the re-
duction of the wages of the ootton mills
employee in New England by saying
that "more cotton is grown and manu-
factured than can be used by the peo-
ple." That is not the case at all, and
Mr. Dingley knows full well that it
Isn't. It is not that we have too much
cotton, but that, under the working of
the British financial policy forced upon
the country by Cleveland, and con-
tinued by the Hanna Administration,
the people have not the money to buy
what they need. Nobody, however,
would expect a fair statement from Mr.
Dtngley in regard to such matters.
The fact that the cotton Is all raised
in the South, that there ill a great 'bun-
dance of cheep fuel there, and that
living is cheaper and labor cheaper
Shen, point inevitably to the South as
the great cotton cloth manufacturing
itection. The Southern uiithi are all in
a flourishing condition now, and it is
but natural that they should be. The
New England cotton mills will soon be
things of the past. The 'great strike
now Impending in that section foreshad-
ows the realization of the prediction so
generally made a few y3ars ago to the
effect that the New England mills
would eventually be forced either to go
out of business entirely or else be moved
to the South. The South's advantages
are so superior that it would be simply
remarkable were they not recognized in
the days of fierce oompetitiou.
Mr. Williams, Fayette csainty's Rep•
resentative in ,the Legislature, wants
to prohibit the running of freight and
excursion train. on Sundays. The idea
is entirely impractical, as will readily be
seen by anyone who will take the trou-
ble to study the question closely and
thoroughly. If every State should pass
such a law they would cause the lose of
many millions of dollars annually to the
business of the country. This country
Is so large that freight cannot go from
one end of it to the other in a week,and
all freight going a great distance would
have to be stopped over wherever twelve
o'clock Saturday night might find it.
and that might be in places where the
railroad companies are not prepared to
take care of it. If it:slaould happen to
be perishable it might be a total loss by
ration of the delay. The railroads would
lose the use of their cars and engin=
for one-seventh of the year, which
would mean bankruptcy for many of
them. No, it is not practical to stop the
running of trains on Sunday, though it
would be best if it could be done with-
out certain enormous loss of money and
time. The running of trains on Sun-
days has always been looked upon as a
necessary evil.
The annual compilations of church
statistics made by the New York Inde-
penden, shows that about one-third
of the 25,918,027 communicants in the
the United States are Roman Catholics
The most numerous Protestant denomi-
nation is the Methodist, with 5,736,8ee,
while the Baptists are second (including
their multifarious subdivision"), with
4,175,300. The next in order are the
Lutherans, with 1,509,464, and then fol-
low the Presbyterians, who number 1,-
490,162; the Desciples of Christ with a
total of 1,061,079 ; the Episcopalians,
with 668,1140, and the Congregational-
ists, with 680,000. The numerical equal-
ity of the last two churches has been
continued for a number of years, though
the Episcopalians appear to be gaining a
little on their Puritan brethren.The Uni-
tarians, despite tneir reeent efforts to
intense the number of their adherent',
are practically at a standstill, with only
70.000 =embers, while there are but 51,-
02S'Uni•ersalists all told. The Inde-
pendent failed to state, however, that
the reason the Rowan Catholics make
such a big showing is because they can
count as communicaute all the children
born to Roman Catholic parents. The
total number of the communicants in
all tbeshurchee is enormous-more than
twenty-five million, but that is scarcely
one-third of the population of the coun-
try. What is the religious status of the
other fifty million?
$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
the only positive cure known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease requires a consti-
tutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system, thereby destroying the
foundation of the dimities, and giving
the patient strength by building up the
nstantion and assisting nature in do-
1.4 its work. The proprietors have so
much faith in its curative powers, that
they otter one hundred dollars for any
thet it fails to cure. Send for list
of testimonials.
A idress, F. J. CHENEY & 00.,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the beet.
WANT JONES-Two or three towns • ./4 anr.1 ,rv•• '•
pensioners fight the ar with Spain? 1
War With Spain Now Re-
If Hanna will uoz, let his deppty Pres-
ident act, Congress should takeithe mat-
ter in hand and end the war iu Cuba at
once. It can do-it should do it.
As President McKinley refuties to do
the will of the whole nation in regard
to Cuba, why doesn't OongressIdo some-
thing? Is it possible that the Senators
and Representatives have no niore back-
bone, no more manhood than the figure-
head President has displayed? !
It is to be hoped that Mr. bleKinley
at last fully appreciates thei disgrace
and trouble he has brought !upon his
own country by his infamous, cowardly
Cuban policy. If he does appreciate it
as he should, he will lose ne time in
making all the amends in hie power.
He will recognize Cuban indeipendence
and will compel Spain to tvithdraw
from the ieland.
Now that De Lome has shown the
Administration that Spain's promises of
autonomy for Cuba were made without
any intention of being carried;out, and
it was to give the autonomy scheme
a chance that President McKinley has
been resting on his oars, whist excuse
can he now give for still ref uaing to end
the inhuman, barbarous struggle in
Cuba? Every vital point in the Cuban
question has been settled. Spain can
neither conquer nor bribe the insur-
gents. Her autonomy project is a farce
and • failure. Her sovereignly is gone.
The Cuban struggle has degenerated in-
to wanton inhumanity and destruction.
Every consideration of justice and hu-
manity calla for a recognitidn by the
United States of the truth of the situa-
tion and the adoption of a manly course
in defense of our p:inciples aed of our
interests. Shall the Spanish kond-hold-
ere and the gamblers of Wall =refit con-
tinue to bind tie in our deaSnets with
Spain, to a policy of circumloeution and
cowardice? Shall such influences in
face of public opinion continue to de-
base the spirit and paralyze ths arm of
the United States. God forbid that such
shall be the case !!!
All honor to Judge Taft for his decis-
ion in the Pipe Trust suit!! He has
done his generation a notable service
and his example Mould be followed by
other United States Judges. He declares
that the Pipe Trust is illegal and that
"an agreement between inteading bid-
ders at a public letting not to bid against
each other, and thus LO prevent compe-
tition, is r. fraud." He further declares
that the means used by the pipe com-
bine "are unlawful, and therefore is an
illegal conspiracy in restraint of trade."
If a few more courts of the Federal Gov-
ernment would follow JudgeTaft's ex-
ample and render honest opinions in
cases against combines, trusts would
soon be things of the past and the
ineditlee of the people would thereby be
greatly benefitted, for they - would be
able to secure thousands of articles now
made by trusts at prices that, would be
insignificant in comparison te what they
are now forced to pay. New let some
Federal court hit the Standatd Oil Trust
a sledgehammer blow as hard as that
struck the Pipe Trust by Judge Taft, of
Cincinnati, and the life of one of the
greatest evils of the age will he crushed
out The law in regard CI trusts is
plain enough, the only difficelty lieu in
finding Judges who do not belong to the
trusts or who will not sell oul to them.
Presideut McKinley shodld be the
most distressed man in the whole coun-
try over the Maine disastel, because he
is in a measure responsible for it. But
for his cowardly course throighout the
whole Cuban tropble this awful diheder
could not have taken place. If he had
done his duty the day he entered the
White House the disaster cold not have
taken place, became the discharge of
that duty would have ended the war in
Cuban at once. But because Wall street
wanted to make money speculating in
Spanish bonds, and the mahefacturers
in the East wanted to mike money
furnishing arms, ammunition and sup-
plies of all sorts to the Cubaas at robber
prices President McKinley 'closed his
ears to the cries of suffering, starving
Cuba:and to :the demands end appeals
of all Americans of all parties and re-
fatted to raise a finger to end the war in
Cuba, which he could have ended at
any time by a word. He can never
make full amends for his infamous, cow-
ardly, un-American policy, but he ca
In some slight measure redeem himself
In the estimation of the world and also
ease his burdened conscience if he will
end the war in Ceiba right now. Let
him cease to talk about offering Spain
money for the independence of Cuba,
and get right down to businees by sim-
ply ordering tho Spanish to at once
withdraw from Cuba and if they do not
comply with the order then it him kick
them out, for it can be done *ery easily,
and justice and humanity demand that
it be done without delay. If Mr. Mc-
Kinley has a spark of manhood about
him let him act at once, for, leaving en-
tirely out of the question the. Maine af-
fair, it is his duty, on mere grounds of
humanity, to end the war right now.
How mazy young men and young wo-
men are cut off just an the future seems
brightest sod fullest of pronitse! They
are taken away by the disease which
causes over one-sixth of all the deaths
in the world-the disease which doctors
call consumption. There is, absolutely
no lemon in the world why consump-
tion should be fatal-why it should be
even serious. It is a disenae of the
blood, and can be cured absolutely and
always by purifying and enriching. The
only exception to this is the ease where
the disease has been neelected and trio
properly treatod until it is =longer than
the body-until the body hail become so
weak as to have lost the ability to recu-
perate. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery will erre 98 per tient. of all
cases of consumption if witx4 according
to directions. It also cures i n11 linger-
ing coughs, bronchial and throat affec-
tions.
Send 21 cents in one-cent1 stamps to
World's Dispensary Medical Associa-
tion, buffalo, N. Y., and receive Dr.
Pierce's 1008 page Common Sense Medi-
cal Adviser, illustrated. :
QUITE A COMPLIMENT.
[soccfah TO RIM ERA,
Washington, Feb. 22 --Cengresnman
C. K. Wheeler, of the First -.30istri.o of
Kentucky, has just receivdd and ac-
cepted an invitation to 
Friday 
the
Virginia Legislature next on the
political issues of the day. lt is expect-
ed that the greater portion Of his ad-
dress will hemn regard to the Cuban
matter, on which he is said to hold very
pronounced views. Mr. Whheler is one
of the finest orators in the Hpuse of Re-
presentatives.
Skins on Are with torturing. idistig•uring,
Itching, burning, bleeding, scald and pimply
humors, instantly relieved hy al warm bath
With CUTICI RA PalA P. A single a
CuTicuate, oiititmeni), the grea
and a full dose of Ct-riccax R
pliration of
skin cure,
Li KRT.
a
Nom.,
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That is Uncle Sam ly chance to get garded as Inevitable.
rid of them.
The Japs are right in demanding cash
instead of Chinese hieroglyphics prom-
ising to pay some day-when Spain
whips the United States, probably.
Americans will not allow their Gov-
ernment to do any Dreyfusiug of Capt.
Sigsbee; but the Government knows
that too well to make the attempt,
though Hanna, McKinley & Co. are
none too good to try it if they dared.
Greater New York is trying to outdo
Chicago in everything. Twenty-five
minutes after a divorce case was called
the other day the last word of the de-
cree was written upon the record by the
clerk, and in thirty-five minutes, that
is, ten minutes latter, one of the parties
divorced by the decree was standing up
before a magistrate having the double
harness adjusted with another
mate.
The Cincinnati Post, in its issue of
Monday said: 'The country is not in
a frame of mind to calmly indorse any
plan thet will prevent hostilities by
making a scape-goat of the commander
of the Maine. Perhaps if some of the
millions that have been filched from the
Treasury by pension grabbers of all par-
ties had been spent in coast defenses
there would not be so much caution as
is now exercised."
If we do have a war with Spain the
hundreds of thousands of great big,
strapping, hale, hearty men who are
now and have been for the last thirty-
three years drawing pensions, living on
their fellow citizens, should be made to
do the fighting. There are two good
reasons for such a plan. Iu the first
place, they could in that way make
some return for the almost countless
millions of dollars that have been given
to them, and that would be the first and
only return for some, as a large number
of them never smelt powder burn in
their lives, many of them never even
having seen so much as a day's actual
service. In the second place. the Gov-
ernment would not be at extra expense
for those of them who should happen to
get wounded on killed for they are al-
ready on the pension list. Such a plan
wouldn't only be eminently just, but it
would also be economical, a good piece
of financiering. Let it be done by all
means.
IT SHOULD PASS.
It is hard to see how any man calling
himself a Democrat and a friend of the
people can be opposed to the passage of
the Goebel Election Bill. The people
have the right to choose their State of-
ficials and to say for whom the State's
electorial vote shall be cast for the Pres-
idency of the United States, yet the Re-
publicans by the most bare-faced frauds
thwart their will, and there is no way
on earth to prevent those frauds except
by the passage of such a measure as the
Goebel Election Bill, yet Men calling
themselves Democrats oppose applying
the remedy. Why wouldn't it be just
as honest to have three election commis-
sioners to select the officer" of the elec-
tion as to leave it to the partisan, and
In many cases unscrupulous County
Judges to do? In th Eleventh dintriet
the Republican mah fry hae, within a
few years, Increase( from 5,000 to 10,-
000, although the populetion of the dis
feet has not increased nor has the Dew
wrath' vote fallen otY in the Blighty( t
The courts, juries, grand juries in that
trio being in the hands of the lie-
, , • t r is no way to punish the
perpettatt...a of the frauds nor to stop
the frauds and therefore the majority
is fixed at whatever figures "'ly be UPC-
*wary to overeom 9 the Democratic ma-
jority oast by the intelligence of the rest
of the State. It is hard to imagine what
sort of a Democrat a man can be who
°woes the adoption of about the only
measure that can put an end to such
gross frauds. Grant that the lull Is a
little severe on the Republicans in the
mountain counties, you can't expect to
by mild means put a stop to such rascal-
ity as they have been guilty of in the
past, were guilty of when they stole the
State from Wm. J. Bryan in 1698, you
can't deal with rascals on the same
terms that you would with honest men.
A less severe law would not put a stop
to the frauds.
WANTED Erylisyteof booudryBt Gg et  salea
now going on and ending March 5. If
you haven't received one send us your
name. W T. COOPER Se CO.
A Freak Pig.
Mr. E S. Massie, a prominent planter
ox the West Fork, Southern Kentucky,
neighborhood, has a freak in the shape
of a pig preserved in alcohol. The pig
was born on his farm a number of days
ago. It had eight well developed legs,
two distinct bodies and only one head.-
Clarksville Chronicle.
NOT MEN, BUT DEMONS.
[sescieL, a o NZW ERA]
Columbus, S. C., Feb. 23.-The most
revolting crime ever perpetrated by
men iu South Carolina was committed
at Lake City at 1 o'clock this morning,
when Postmaster Baker, a negro, and
his family were burned out of their
home, the postmaster and a baby in ite
mother's arms killed, his wife and three
daughters shot and mangled for life.
Baker was appointed postmaster three
months ago. Lake City is a town of 500
iuhabitants. There wa, a protest at
Baker's appointment.
Three month!" ago, as the postmaster
was leaving the office at night in com-
pany with several negro men he was fir-
ed on from ambush. Since then Baker
moved his family into a house on the
outskirts of the town, where he also
estaelished the postoffice. Last Tuesday
night a body of men riddled the build-
ing with shot and rifle bullets. They
shot high and no one was hurt, bat it
was supposed to convey s warning.
It was a short time before that Sena-
tors Tillruau and McLauren and Con-
man Horton had asked the Postmaster
General to remove Baker because of his
color and the request had been refused
Baker did not move his family and gave
no evidence of being frightened. 11 -
felt confident of protection from Wash-
ington. At 1 o'clock this morning a
torch was applied to the poiitoffice and
Baker's house. Back, just within the
line of light, were over :00 white men
armed with pistols and shotguns.
By the time the fire aroused the sleep-
ing family, consisting of the postmaster,
his wife, four daughters, a son and an
infant at the breast, the crowd; began
firing into the building. A hundred
bullet holes were made through the thin
boarding and many found marks in the
people within.
Baker was the first to reach the door,
and he fell dead just within the thres-
hold, being shot in several places. The
mother bed the baby in her arms and
had reached the door over her husband's
body, when a bullet crashed through
the child's skull and it fell to the floor.
She WWI shot in several places. Two of
the girls had their arms broken in the
shoulder and will pro bably lose them.
Another of the girls is believed to be
fatally wounded. The boy is shot.
Two of the seven occupants of the
house escaped with slight injuries. The We Issue Fire. Lightning, wind
bodies of Baker and the infant were
cremated in the building. All mail
matter was destroyed. There is general
indie :e'en Expressed v ury w here.
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So far no American citizen has died The Cabana must be Independett. If
of fright on seeing the Viscaysi it is necessary for the 
United States to l GRIM-VISAGED WAR.
tight to gain it for them, then all right,-
If the Spanish Government ad been let's fight.
wise the Vianaya wouldn't hay visited
New York. What's the matter with tusking the ,
are firming on getting Sam Jo. as for r's"
&III'S SUE •si,dIi ;tar,
THE GREAT ACTIVITY
• 1.-.1•4••••••
MONEY OR HONOR.
Which Do the American
People Prize Most?
CAN WE AS A NATION
Noticeable in the War and Navy Dipirtments Aff)rd to Take Money As a Compensation For
Points to That Conclusion. the Loss of Life and Property
THE SPANISH ARE ALSO VERY ACTIVE. CAUSED BY THE WRECKING OF THE MAINE?
(tIPECIAI, TO NEW ER%)
Washington, Feb. 22.-1 esi p.
The situation is hemming extremelr
grave, and the timid are already getting
frightened.
It is to-day conceded on every hand
that everything points conclusively to
war, grim-visaged war, between this
country and Spain.
It is believed that war is inevitable,
that the present strained relations can
not last much longer.
The Government is t xtraortlinarily
active, and is making preparations that
show conclusively that iu official circles
war is looked forward to as a certainty.
Such preparations could mean nothing
else.
It is very evident that Uncle Sam
doesn't intend to be caught napping,
but, on the contrary, is determined to
strike effectually when the time for ac-
tion arrives.
The War Department and the Navy
Department are working in concert, and
working with a vim that shows that the
time for talk and idle speculation has
passed.
The heads of the Navy Department
are to-day busy issuing orders in every
branch of the service. Monitors that
have been comparatively idle heretofore
are to-day being fitted out ready for im-
mediate and t ffective service. Sub-ma-
rine mines are being laid in
the Potomac River and other streams
by which cities coule be reached by an
enemy. The sub mariae mines in the
Potomac are for the protection of the
national capitol at Washington, but
they do not constitute the only protec-
tion, for the Department has also just
ordered that the number of cu nuons
placed to defend the city be doubled at
once and the meet expert gunuers be put
in charge of them. The bottom of the
harbor at New York was covered with
sub-marine mines some mouths ago, so
that did not have to les, dune after the
rush ()Ewan.
Cablegrams received to day from Mad-
rid say that the Spanish Government is
just as active am is ours. That every
available vessel is being prepared
for some use in the event of N. ar, es hit li
they regard as inevitable, The greats.*
bey I. %aid to exist in the Spaii nth
oapital, and that nothing but war ht
talked of anywhere in Spain.
The Spanish nation is wrought up to
the higheet pitch of excitement, and the
climate of Spain to-day will be very un-
healthy for Americans that have delay-
ed leaving the country. The Spanish
really belie VC that Spain could whip the
United Stales, which, of course, is
ridiculous, preposterous and absurd.
Although President McKinley and
his Cabinet cfficers and also Congress-
men refuse to talk much it is evident
that they expect war, are confident that
it must come.
No news has been received to-day
from Cuba in regard to the Maine dis-
aster, nor will there be any, that is, of-
ficial, until the Court of Inquiry com-
pletes its investigation, and that may
take three or four clays more.
The navy is being mobilized in Cuban
waters ; great quantities of projectiles
and Lowder are being turned out, and
orders for the completion of vessels un-
der way and under repair are rushed.
Men are enlisted for the navy as fast as
they can be examined.
MONTHLY
SUFFERING.
Thousands of
women are
troubled at
monthly inter-
vals with pains
In the head,
back, breasts,
shoulders,sides
hips and limbs.
But they need
not suffer.
These pains are symptoms of
dangerous derengemente that
can be corrected. The men-
strual function should operate
painlessly.
• rolo RUESineofa
makes menstruation painless,
and regular. It puts the deli-
cate menstrual organs in condi-
tion to do their work properly.
And that stops all this pain.
Why will any woman suffer
month after month when Wine
of Caelui will relieve her? It
costs leo° at the drug store.
Why don't you get • bottle
to-day?
For advice, in cases requiring
special directions, address, giv-
ing symptoms, "The Ladies'
Advisory Department," The
Chattanooga Medicine Co.,
cealeanoteea, Tenn.
••••••••••..
Mrs. ROZENA LEWIS,
of OenatIlle. hush mot
i was troubled at monthly Interval'
with terrible pelmets my head end back,
but ha,-, been entirely relieved by Wise
If Cardul.--
1
COIN' °-
PAINT -
Retr,ves all C.. rris, ”s and Warts,
without pain, speedily and permanently
AU brutrinsta sell A ISOTT'll
- LAST 1/11,1•11 C4,101 l'•111T. -
LIPPMAN BROS. BY
bon a: ose•
• 
a ICOCk , Sal°
W. F. GARNETT. N. E. Tiote...1u
Walter F. Garnett & CO.,
Financial & Insurance AO a.
Repr,senting the Com-
panies of the World.
Storni
and 1.Ife Insurance. The beet to be had i 1, ' /
ling Houses a speclalt.
the market.
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[SECIAL TO NEW ERA.
Washington, Feb. 23.-Should it be
proved that the Maine was destioyed by
an outside explosion with the know i-
edge of Spanish officials, President Mc-
Kinley will demand an indemnity of
from $13,000,000 to $15,000,000.
This statement was made to-day by
an officer of the Navy Department, who
ie thoroughly conversant with the pree-
ent Spanish situation.
"It was decided at a conference of the
President and several Cabinet officers,"
he continued, "that the Spanish Gov-
ernment was bound to protect the ves-
sels of & friendly nation in one of its
harbors, and that if the Maine was de-
stroyed by a submarine mine or torpedo,
whether with the know-ledge of officials
or not, that Government must be re-
sponsible. The value of the vessel is
estimated at $3,000,000.
"The rest lobe paid to relatives of of-
ficers and men who lost their lives in
destruction of the vessel."
TIIE DIVERS' WoRK.
Havana, Via Key West, Feb.23 -
From the cabin of Capt. Sigsbee num-
erous article have been recovered,among
others a bicycle, some swords and Cap-
tain Sigsbee's silver service plate, pre-
sented by the State of Maine.
The forward divers have perilous
work. The Maine really is chewed up
there, and there is great danger of the
air hose being sawed by the ragged
plate edges, and of the life line getting
afoul of wreckage.
The divers say this part of the ship is
awful. Bodies are packed between ta-
bles, boxes and beams.
They fall almost to pieces when touch-
ed and many of them can never be tak-
en out.
About fifty men sleeping in the center
of the Maine on the berth deck probably
never will be accounted for. They must
have been blown to pieces. The divers
already have seen some skeletons of bo-
dies which the vultures had picked
clean while floating under the ruins
where the Spanish patrol boats could
not get them.
MAY CAL:st TROUBLE
Washington, Feb. 23.-The fact that
the naval authorities of Havana have
taken advantage of our deplay and re-
ported to Madrid that the Maire was
wrecked by an Internal explosion may
lead to trouble, for if they have been
treacherous enough to go down and Ex-
amine the wreck and destroy proof of
its cause that alone will be regarded as
a chum; belli, for the Maine is American
soil. It is believed, however, teat the
report to Medrid was made without any
investigation, but in hopes that the
cause would never be known.
11 • NINI,EY CENSURED.
Washington, Feb. 22.-President Mc-
Kinley is being roundly censured for
leaving the city and going to Philadel-
phia yesterday when the Government
is in so much trouble. Efforts were
made to induce him to cancel his en-
gagement to address the students of
the Pennsylvania University, but he re- I
fused to do no.
He is also being censured for not hav-
ing ordered some sort of a memorial
service to be held in respect for the dead
crew and officers of the Maine. It was
supposed as a matter of course that he
would do that. His failure to do so is
attributed to ignorance rather than neg-
ligeece-at least, that's the construction
placed upon it by people who are chari-
tably inclined
NO TELLINO.
Washington, Feb. 23.-There is no
way of positively telling what court.)
Mr. McKinley will pursue, for, strange
to say at such a time, he always consid-
ers first what effect a policy may have
on his chances for a second term in the
White House. He will do what he and
his backers conclude is best for HIM
from a political stand-point. Every-
thing is subordinated to politics with
this "business" Administration, the in-
terests of the country, of the ptople, be-
ing a secondary matter and of little im-
portance.
The Spanish officials should cease to
perjure themselves by declaring that
they love America and Americans and
that they feel grief on account of the
Maine disaster, for nobody believes one
word of it nor do the Spanish expect to
believed when they make such state-
ments We need neither their love nor
their sympathy.
TREATMENT
FOR WEAK MEN.
AFTER BIG GAME.
"Who Says That a Nigger
Won't Steal Nohow?"
A LOUISVILLE NEGRO
Sisals a Baltimore and Ohio Locomotive, But
Was Stopped Before He Got Far.
PROVED WORSE THAN A WHITE ELEPHANT
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 22.-Louisville
has the boss thief of the country. Yes-
terday a negro was seen loafing about
the yards of the Baltimore & Ohio rai--
read, but the sight was not an uncom-
mon one and no attention was paid to it.
The engineer of the switch engine got
out of his cab and went into the depot
for some purpose, and he had hardly
gotten out of sight before he heard his
engine moving off. He ran toward it,
thinking the throttle must have worked
open, but to his sarprise he saw that the
negro he had seen loafing around the
yard was at the throttle and was pulling
it open wider and wider, increasing his
speed at a rapid rate. The engineer
could not overtake his engine.
After going a few hundred yards and
getting at full speed the locomotive ran
into two freight cars. The engine and
cars were all wrecked and smashed up,
bat the negro visa not hurt. He tried
to escape, but was captured. He is
believed to be insane, but he may only
be pretending to be crazy to escape pun-
ishment. The damage to engine and
cars is about $2,000.
The time has passed for talk of a mon
ey consideration to make Spain grant in-
dependence to the brave Cubans. Such
talk now becomes only cowards of the
deepest dye. Every essential point in
the Cuban affair has been settled. Spain
has tried towder and lead, autonomy
promises and bribery-and has failed in
them all, and she can have no excuse
for not giving up the struggle, except a
desire to shed as much blood and cause
TRIAL WITHOUT ET.PENSE. 
as much suffering as possible in order to
Tbe famous Appliance ensettemedies ot have some measure of revenge for lo
ss
the Erie Medic-al Co. now for he drat time
offered on trial without expense to any
honest man. Not a dollar to be paid
In advance. Cure EtTecta of Strom
or Excesses In Old or Young. NI•nbood
Fully Restored. Bow to Enlarge and
Strengthen Weak, Undeveloped Portions
of Body. Absolutely unfailing Home
Treatment No C. D. or other scheme.
A plain offer by a Arm of high standing.
ERIE MEDICAl CO 14 'N.Y
NIG11211111,411=23111," 
of the island. It is our duty to stop
this now.
Wonder how many substitutes Mark
Hanna will furnish to fight the Span-
iards? At the G. A. R meeting last
year he bragged about his patriotism
and declared that in the war between
the States he furnished two substitutes.
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EMBRACES:
Morgul Wagon, Landies-Eclipse
and Huber Engines and
Separator, Vulcan andOlive Chill
Plow, Deering ball-bear-
ing Binders and Mowers, John
Deere Disc Harrows and Corn
Planters, Jonesville Disc Culti-
vators, Finest Grade of Barb
and Smooth Wire, Armour, Horse
shoe and Homestead Fertilizers
For Tobacco Fertilizer our To-
bacco Special made by Armour
& Co. is peculiarly adapted to
tobacco growing. Every farmer
needs our Latest Models in Car-
riages and Buggies at hard-times
prices. See our Portable Har-
ness "hop.
13‘71E11 NirSt Mg CO Icvsz-
Can afford to ride a BICYCLE this year. We have
the following, Victors, Stearns, Sterling, Monarch
and Waverly. We can sell you wheels at
$30. $36. $40. $50. $60. $75. $100.
We have added to our stock a full
and choice assortment of
Fishing Tackle
The largest stock of joint rods, reels, silk lines etc.,
ever on sale in Southern Kentucky. We are head-
quarters in this section for the Famous ledley Reel.
SPRING PAINTING.
will find you looking for an honest full government
standard mixed paint. We sell Sherwin ec William
at $1 so and Minneopaal at $1.00.
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will be turned upside down more of the time if you use Clairette
Soap. ; If you do your own washing this MOLDS rest for you. If you
hire i4 done, it means money for you. If time is ever elaborately
thrown away, it is over a wash tub with a poor soap.
CLAIRETTL21 OAR
is macle to wash clothes as they should be washed. It distinguishes
friend from foe-your clothes from the dirt-and spares one while it
strikes the other. You must use soap; why not the best? Suppose
you art now suited,-you uill feel no worse when you are better gaited.
Try Clairette, Clairette Soap has long been made sad has friends
everywhere. Sold everywhere. Made only by
THE N. K. FAIRBANK GOAPANY, St. Louts.
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list Think Of ItI
Some of the Dry Goods Houses in
Hopkinsville are selling at first cost,
me are selling at 1-3 off, some are
fling at 1-4 off.
I Am Still in the Ring
ith a large and well assorted stock,
nd you will be amply repaid if you
ill visit my store and get my low
rices before buying.
Respectfully,
T. M. Jones, *
• m 40e_ t
:
We Are Sure Winners in the
Race For Trade.
Put In your money early. Our stock will
be broken up at the finish.
Fair Goods and Fair Prices
Never Lose a Race.
e have got 'em -we will win without
a break.
I'e ask you to take advantage of a great op-
po unity to buy your goods during our 30 days
cle ranee sale at prices never cheaper than ever
befbre. Competition can't touch us. 
Ilire will commence with bargains.
We will continue with bargains.
Ikre will end with bargains.
Luck is looking for you in the shape of bar-
gai hs at the safe and reliable store of
Richards & Co.
pM2,1,1,4J1,1,WAAPINivIPMVIA,IP
We • Have - Searched - The
1
1
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FORBES
& Brother.
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MARKETS,
And after unrelentingefforis and care-
ful study, gathered the best styles and
qaalities in Woolens that modern science
and skilled workmanship can produce:I.
We are confident we can show you the
newest, brightest and most fashionable
stock of IMPORTED and DOMESTIC
WOOLEuS ever offered for inspection.
Call and See Us!
HOOSER 3. DUNCAN,
Ninth Street. : Hopkinsville, Kv.
RICH
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Illestall liquors!
Creat good, rich, healthy blood. Don't make the
mista e of buying poor, adultered Wines and 'Whis-
kies l4cause they are cheap. They are not. They
have Ja nasty, disagreeable effect upon the system.
Whil the Wines and Whiskies to be found at the
.0,u004,
11141-fillEc
DESTANDPUREST
4.213 3.4AIIN St
-4.1474,3;11.
Are 400d and pure and are not expensive, and give
you tl at pulled-together, self-satisfied feeling.
oyal Liquor Company is the only exclusive
Whis ey Store in Christian county. 203 S. Main
St re. Next door to E. Frankel's. Nothing sold by
drink Jugs Free.
S. J. Samucl - Propr.
Telephone 163-2 Rings.
•
1
The Best Offer Ever Made by a NewsDaDer
34 "$.11:4VV,l'i,Yil!i" $1.5 Cal
The e egi-Weekly Republic, the beet general newspaper printed in the wort&
1
cootalmit a.. the news in eight pager twice a week, and The Republic Model mot.
azine, one year for $1.50. ,
I The Republic Sunday Magazine was the newepaper success of 1897. A borne
4journal of ti
e best class, 18 large pages every week, 4 pages of fun, 14 passe of the
brightest and best reading printed. It contains more high-class pictures and car-
toons than *ere ever attempted in any other puhlication. More noted Where and
authors contribute to The Republic Magazine than to any other Western publi-
cation The Magazine will be sold only in connection with the semi weekly 1140
public, but ha mailed separately on Friday of each week.
Address all orders to
THE !),Er'-"..?.L1:, Ct. Louis No.
_  _. _ _
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Light shipping 
Beet butchers 
Fair to good butcheirs 
Common to mod' out butche-s 
Thin, rough steer", poor 001b/
and scalawags ......... 1 554 2Good to extra otrin  
Common to medium oxen....   350 460
Feeders 
 
II 4 b.
260 45)Stockers 
 
 
 I 004.3116
Balls X Ali IlEnVeal Mil es .... ...........  5 t5E1 5 51Choice witch cows •Clow450t1
Fair to good mulch (tows  
 It 43425m
Hogs.-Receipts of hogs to-dny were
fairly liberal, beteg 1,971 head on sale;
qaality of the offerings very geod. The
market ruled steady at yesterdays close,
tops selluag at $4.q6. Peus well cleared
, at the close.
Choice packing and butchers, r.115
MOM. 4 1.5
Fair to good packing. PE 'to IOC lb 4 01054 14
Good to extra light. MC to iNlith x yogi ,o
Pat shoats. 110 to . 74 41,:i
Fat shoats. ZOO to . a
Pigs. NI to 30 live 75108 zi}Weighs, lb) to 400 . .. 2 7543 40
Sheep and L -R veipts
being 146 Lissa on sale; market steady
on choke grades, and slow on common
stuff.
Extra spring Iamb.
Good to extra snipping sheep 
Fair to good . .
Common to medium
Bucks  
Skips and scalawags per head.. .
Extra spring lamb*
Pair to 
.
 ‘41•111•11•11Wer
PIECES FOR PLANTERS. UNDER A SMILING SKY. BURGLARS ARE BOLD. M'KINLEY SILENT. NEW PUBLIC HIGHWAY
ExciJsiva Reportofrobiczo
Sales and Receipts.
FAVNEWSANDNOTES
Mr Frank Bassett and Miss Several Local Residences All Efforts to Induce Him to Interesting Suit Tried In
Mamie Thompson Marry. Visited By Thieves. Talk Have Failed. County Court.
FRIENDS SURPRISED. EARLY THIS MORNING
Matters ot Great Interest to a'l Tillers of the Known They Were Sweethearts But Few Were
Soil. Aware the Nuptial Date Was Set .
CONDITIONS OF THE LIVE STOCK
TRI LOUISVILLE MIAMI%
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New ERA by Glover &
Diu-rett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
olosed amount to 4,1:3 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period 2,109 hhda.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1s1,
amount to 24,136 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1897 on our market to this date
amount to 24.517 hbds.
The offerings of dark tobacco hare
been light fur the past week. Every.
thing with ittatil both lest and Inge abti
the entre leeg /fides have bosh tabett
at hilt owe: )tuatiorosgoi loitt, hunt
att4 Heidi *tie- lielitek belief BAH iho
wus efieikeis hat atti tit ! 4011114 Nein*
tifitwit 11011 H441 *1144,41444 Wt0414 Miele til
j411107.
The Wowed goel,00tetto fe.ifli
mous oaa ;woe for dark loba000,
ion? crop:
Trash . , hi 00 to 50Common R.) medium I 60 to 3./.0Dark rich lags, ex' quality 4 00 to 550Medium to geed leaf 
 
ti 00 V) 9.00Leaf of extra length 
 
7 00 to 9.00
Wrappery styles 
 te 00 to 15.00
LIVE STOCK NI MILEY.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock.
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards:
Ky, Feb. 23.-Cattle.-
The receipts of cattle to-day were light,
being 165 heal on sale; quality of the
offerings fair. The market nontinues
steady and unchanged at Monday',
prices. Pens well %leered.
Calves--Receipts light being 44 head
on sale; quality fair. The market ruled
steady, with tops selling at $5 2545 50
Extra Shipping iie 476
4 tie 4 All
4 tit 4 al)
a 754 4 25
Slug 1175
. . . ....
Blest butcher lambs . ....
Fair to good butcher lambs ....
Tall &ads 
...
-e4-
RECEIPTS WILL Eli 'ESD LIST TEAR'S.
nt re perett may be relied on all
Erreto mouse the farmers throughout
the dark tobacco district to their own
interests have for the u.oet Dart proved
a failure, and, notwithstanding the fact
that all tobacco exeept the very finest
grades is very low in price,Ihe farmers
of Christian and eurrnunding conmies
are now makine their preparations to
pat in the larg_at crop set for many
year..
This will have the effect of farther
reducing the price of the weed, say the
leading brokers-that is, if the big crop
reaches maturity without any bad luck
from dronths, worms. eto. TD, brokers
have been trying to impress the farmers
with the fact that till quality and not
quantity that brings in money to the
producer.
The warehouse men here have begun
to hustle pretty lively, and they express
She opinion that the Hopkinsville mar-
ket receipts this year will be eeveral
thousand hoghesds in advance of last
year's receipts-which were about
twenty thousand hogsheads, represent-
ing /mooching like a million and • half
dollars.
All last year there was a bitter fight
between the warehousemen and the
Regie buyers-who buy the tobacco
loose, usually as it hangs in in the barns
-and the Region got a big part of the
mop, otherwise the receipts of the Fiop-
kinsville market would have been sev-
eral thousand hogsheads larger.
50-4.1 75
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The
Only Cure
You can fool people, but there is
no such thing as cheating Nature.
A doctor may prescribe salves and
lotions to be used externally, and
deceive the sufferer from Eczema
for the time being, but the poison in
the blood is not deceived by it. It
Ii bound to show again in the shape
of ugly eruptions and scales.
Eczema
Is a deep-seated blood disease. It
is so difficult to cure that today there
Is only one medicine which sufferers
can take with certainty of a cure.
Swift's Specific (S. S. S.) never
fails to cure Eczema. It searches
out the germs that cause the disease,
assists Nature to throw off the
poison, and cures permanently. It
makes the blood well and keeps it
well. It is the only Real Blood Pur-
ifier, because it is the only medicine
for the blood that is composed en-
tirely of vegetable ingredients.
livery one who has bad blood should send
totheSwier era!
aric Co., AtI*04,
ta, Ga., for value
able free books.
ARE YOU
BANKDI Vrinhealth
constitution undermined by ex
tisvagance in eating, by disre
garding the laws of nature. o.
physical capital all gone, if so
NEVER DESPAIR
Tuft's Live,. Pills will cure yot
For sick headache, dyspepsia
sour stomach, malaria, torpu
liver, constipation, biliousnes•
and all kindred disea.ses.
Tuft's Liver Pills
:..re.
GO TO FLORIDA ON THEIR BRIDAL TOUR.
Wednesday afteraoon two well-known
and popular youngtHopktnsville people
were united in mogrunony. The hint
of the nuptials II Wed. New ERA
put society on the alert to learn the
names of the couple referred to. So
well had the sweethearts kept the secret
that when the announcement of the
marriage was circilated later in the
evening surprise was general.
The Coatraeting Persons.
Mr. Frank Beeleete and Mies Mamie
Thompeon were theicontracting persons.
IN* Reveled ittittAtOhOlt Miffing dote-
gee has heel* Ithottit tit thrlf !Nightie
filettlia, het tot felt *eft !MIRO that
Ike 145 I4441lI*Isu Ihafftlug Itt NH Sktfle
F01144041 ehe Ite!'0 141104 OH 41ellif
The 00404144H! Wt eeffilli404
l t 
the
Nietti iteest ut Its 'ff****0•14 * vtry
Hooted oaatinuti of ;atm PeletiVese and
rime friends Her. ahatles Harris Nash,
pastor if the Baptise church officiated.
The bride is a danghe r of Mr. Chas
Thompsou, a prominent and wealthy
citizen. She is one of the brightest and
most lovable girls in the city, and her
sunny disposition and gentle manners
have made her a Live:trite with a host of
acquaintances all of sietleom unite in the
wish that her life may be one of unal-
loyed happiness. Ms. Bassett is a pro-
gressive young business man whose in.
telligence and energy are rapidly bring-
ing him forward in ctimmercial circles.
He is • brother of met-chant E B. Bas-
sett and is connected with the establish
meat ef Bassett & CO He is a genial,
clever and popular gentleman.
The Bridal Trip.
The happy couple left on their wed-
ding itenerancy at 5):13 o'clock Wed.
afternoon. They will visit Southern
points of interest, anci will spend a por-
tion of the honey moon in Florida
They will not returu to liopkirsville
until March.
REMARKABLE Impossible, etc.is what they
all think when they 'read our ad. If
yea hay oft already received on send
your name. W. T 000PER & CO.
pu RELY MRSONAl.
Mr. James A Radford has returned
from Florida.
Mr. W. B. Weak., of Paducah, spent
Sanday here.
-1
Mr. J F. Garnett, ol The Square,vt as
here Saturday.
Mr Dave Crabtree, of Crofton, welkin
town Tut sday.
Dr. Preston
for New York.
Mr. W. 0. White, o/ Ca liz, was
town yesterday.
Mr John Garnett, of Pembrake, was
in town yesterday.
Mr. D L. Lander, of; Pembroke, was
in town Tuesday.
•
Dr. G. W. Lovan, of Crofton,
the city Monday.
Rev Charles H. Nath has
from Evansville.
Mr. W. H. Jernigan', of Pembroke,
was here fuesday.
Mr. Frank Baker, of Julien,
the city Saturday.
Mr. W. L Candle, or Herndon, was
in town Saturday.
Thomas left yesterday
was in
returned
was in
Mr. F. C. Clardy, of New•tead, was
in town Saturdey. •
Mr. Quint Elliott, offaafayette, was in
town Wednesday.
Mr. E. F. Moto, of Beau ettstown,was
in the city Saturday. •
Mr. Walt e• R.adforl; of Pembroke,
was in town Monday.
Mr. Tom Ezell, a Crefton merchant,
was in town Saturday.
Miss Crenshaw, of Cadiz, was in the
city yesterday morning.
Miss Katie Breathitt is in Auburn.vis-
iting Miss Louise Blake*.
Miss Ruth Park, of Mayfield, is a
guest of Mies Mary Morrow.
Col. Frank B. Richardson, of Pem-
broke, was in town Sunday.
Miss Beulah Harned it in Clarksville
visaing Miss Dora Wartield.
Miss Fannie Phelps went to Louis-
ville Tuesday to visit relatives.
Messrs G. H. and E.' A. Stowe, of
Julian, were in the city Tuesday.
Mr. A. J. Logan, of Hopkinsville, is
in the city.-klenderioniJournal.
Mr's. Mary. B. Campbell arrived in
the city Wednesday from Paducah.
Mr. Thomas M. Jonen left Thu morn-
ing for the East to purchase new goods.
Mr. Henry Harawick hag gone te
Hartford to spend the week with rela-
tives.
Mies Carry King, of •Church Hill, I.
visiting Miss Qatienie Moss of Bennetts-
toe n.
Mrs J. R. Hill, of Montgomery, is
visiting her daughter,: Mrs. S. D
Green.
Mrs A. P. HIrnees is in Henderson
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam-
uel J. Alves. •
Mrs. M. Rust returned yesterday eve-
uing from an extendtid visit to her
daughter, Mrs. Ray MOss, In Clinton,
Ky.
Mrs. A F. Stanley, who has been in
Franklin visiting the wife of Ass't. Sec.
of State E. D. (Steffy; has returiuel
home.
Mirk@ Harned, who his been visiting
Miss Dora Warfield, hanreturned to her
home in Hopkineville. -Clarksville
Times.
Mrs. Jun. W. Jones, of Christian
county, is the guest of Mrs. Sue Saadon
Guthrie Courier.
MIseee Dell and Cecteie Gaines, of
Montgomery, are visiting their aunt,
Mrs. N D. Green.
Miss Ettie Lockhart, :who has been
vialti‘g Mrs. F. J. Mikhail, on Riot
Thirteenth street, has lieturned to her
home at Souele Union.
Mrs. Eva Wicks Hisgen, in company
with Mr. and Mrs. ; F. Lipman,
left the city Tuesday for Louisville
and Cincinatti, in the interest of the
New York Store.
DON'T iliAysoaullt1 a Ov f On t bailrg eswalie,
received one send us Voir name, sale
now going:on. Ends MARCH 5.
W. T. COOPER & CO.
at
16 mare mules 4 and 5years old. from
lm to Itehands high-eheap.
C II.lwaiNi.
THE TERROR SAILS.
The Dwellings of Messrs. Gus. Boa'es and The People of Ila)fi Ad. Tired of Being Plus.
S. E. Chastain Were Entt red and Robbed dere& Hang a Negro Burglar.
ATTEMPTS MADE AT TWO OTHER HOUSES.
An epidemic of burglary has settled
down on Hopkinsville. A number of
bold robber es have recently bet tt
THE GOEBEL ELECTION BILL ENDORSED
[81.11C14.L TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Feb. 24.-1 :30 p. m.-
All efforts to induce the President to
perpetrated. Tuesday night Vito talk to newspaper correspondents as to
residences were entered, and efforts
were made to break into two other
places.
In The Wee Bina' Hours.
About 2 o'clock Tuesday nightMre. L.
H. McKee was aroused by hearing a
suspicions mese. She found thicket win-
pushed up the sash. Mrs Mrkee note
to bonito the Went Wit elittbeetii hut the
1100100 sigitehati N 11h511 1h1144 A Mielkihp
littlekilie 140 WIlltlitWi 'rite tieelet
WM11141140 Ili the Nofilett thlo
AWN! ileFele 440144 ii410,1111
IA 4%4luto Ott Onailing Air. J. J.
natives, but in Wale way were ftisble
cued away before they accomplished
their purpose.
Mr. Gus Bowles' house, on Bxteenth
street, was broken into about four '
a. tn. Wednesday. Mr. Boles woke
up while the burglar was in his room
and raised an alarm. The intruatr I
grabbed an overcoat and cane and made
an easy escape from the premises. He
left through a kitchen window.
Mr. S. E. Chastain's home was bur.
the nature of Senator Proctor's mission
to Key West and possibly to Havana
have proved futile Nor will the Presi-
dent say what opinion he has been
led to form as to the cause of the Maine
disaster from the reports PO far receleed
i horn the Court of Inquiry'e invest**.
i Unit, hit 11 1$ etitiligihtlt bolieted that
the ohholthoeot the kootioloht ot the
41%41'41MM !us*Iuu III hifit mot
Moo to the Noy! CtehoFttoeht,
It to el1114104 140 littlt• 1190
meet 0114400,0 4F441444f ettlIep 1TRIMPA
po Key Weal and deliver in person to
WM all time facts that lie has been able
to gather about the Maine wrack, and
that those facts prove conclusively that
the disaster was brought about by Span-
ish treachery. It is claimed, however,
that he exonerates Capt. General Blan-
co and the Spanish Admiral sit Havana,
from any participation in or knowledge
of the affair.
Everybody about the capital continue.
to talk about war as if it were a settled
matter, as if it had already been de-
glarized between half-past four and five dared. High officials will not do much
o'clock. The thief entered through the talking, but they do all they can to dis•
backdoor of the house which had not 
courage war talk, bee Anse it excites the
been locked. A suit of clothes be:ong-
lug to Mr. Chastain was taken.
Took The Cot tents.
It was found in the yard that morning
most of them, when pinned down,
with all the pockets turned wrong-side-
acknowledge that they can' not say how
out. The missing contents consist of 
it is to be avoided, as Spain seems de-
termined to bring about a collision, as
about $20 in money, a handsome G. A.
R. pin, and a silver watch.
Household Gods.
The ancient Greeks believed that the
Peuates were the gods who attended to
the welfare and prosperity of the fami-
ly. They were worshipped as household
gods in every home. The Lousehold god
of to day is Dr King's New Discovery.
For eoesumption. coughs. colds and for
all affections of Throat Chest and Lungs
it is invaluable It ha+ been tried for a
quarter of a century and is guaranteed
to cure, or money refanced. No house-
hold should be without this pond angel-
ic 114 pleasant to take and a safe ana erne
remedy for old and young. Flee trial
bottles at R C Hardwiek's Deux Store.
Regular size 50c and $1.00
Sinking Fork Stories.
Rev. T. D. Moore, the pastor of the
Christian church at this place, has re-
-igned his position to labor with the
brethren at Crofton. He has made
many warm friends while among ma,
and it is with much regret we ell omit GO
his wishes. May he be successful in his
future work.
A serious accident happened to Mas
ter Byron Wood. Hifi arm was crushed
by a wagon and ill's feared it must be
amputated.
Misses Berta and Ruby Hiser spent
Friday night at Glenwood.
Miss Lela Diuguid is having a very
interesting school at Pisgah.
The ground hog's predictions are be-
ing verified and suow-balling affords
much fun.
Mrs V. T. Wright has been quite
sick for the past two weeks
Misses Vernie Stephens and Sallie
Cavanale spent Sunday at the home of
Mr. J. D. Smith.
Messrs. Geo. White and Ulysses
Goode were in our vicinity Saturday
night and Sunday.
Ills thought that a mad dog' passed
through here last Thursday. Several
dogs were bitten.
A very enjoyable entertainment was
given at "Bachelor's Hall." Miss Hul-
da Cavanah acted as hostess and Mr.
and Mrs. Berg. ss as chaperones. Music
and games formed an important fea-
ture.
Miss Rosa Cox ha. been visiting Mrs
Davenport. SCNSUIVE AND Sli DE
"Tor five weeks I lived on cold wa.eer,
to speak," writes a man who suffered
terribly from indigee-eon
He could hardly keep anything on
his stomach. What stayed wasn't
properly ddtested and gave him terrible
pangs.
Thesis not an uncommon case. Dyi-
peptics don't get enough notnishmeue
They are generally thin and weak.
They may eat enough but they don't
digest enough. Much of what they eat
turns into poison. If this keeps on
there's no telling what disease they may
gat next.
That's why it is best to take Shaker
Dizeetive Cordial. PP soon as symptoms
id 'IA -. li44 a;
cure* all the evil.. of iudigesti en,
and prevents the evils which indiges-
tion causes.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cent to #1
per bottle.
Hooser and Duncan.
M sere Hoosier & Duncan, the mer-
chant tailors, have removed to the Flack
building on Ninth street. These ap-
pertinent.; are commodious and they are
enabled to display their stock to a good
advantage.
There is no firm in the city that de-
serves a fuller measure of success. Both
members are public spirited citizens arid
enterprising business men. Both are
practical tailors, competent and expert,
and every garment built ite their estab-
lishment proves their taste and skill.
Their stock is large and excellently
assorted, and can not fail to please the
most fastidious patron, and their prices
are extremely low.
Call on Hooeer & Duncan when you
want a suit made. You will not regret
the visit.
TRAMPS NUMEROUS-Tramp. el e
more numerous in Kentucky towns than
for three or four winter's.
lor•LArt...raf....1111=1"?...E
/5 Wheresoever
y,:u fea soreness or pain put
Jortmeoleas Brea-tromp Teeurraa.
From I ruises or .prnins to rheu-
Inataim-it cover's every case. It
le like the teieh of a ,oft, warm
hand on an aching ferellead. in-
flammation subsides beneath it.
No other so sure tied quick. Look
for the Red ('ease on the facecloth.
JOHNSON B JOH/MON.
Msaalectenng Chemists, New York.
public unnecessarily, since there is a
possibility that there may
not, after all, be any war, though
she prefers to te kicked out of Cuba by
I ns to being driven out by the Cuban pa-
triots, feeling that there weuld be no
, disgrace to be whipped by a power the
size of the United States, whereas the
'humiliation of being *hipped by one of
• her own colonies would be greater than
she could bear.
So it is almo-t certain that there will
yet be war between the United States
Z•eirjulfiisiistrfli.....1914 •
and Spain. 
_
Guthrie's Bad Gang,-
It is believed that a band of thieves is
operating at Guthrie, a number of resi-
dences have been broken into daring the
past few nights.
The residence of George Snadon, the
Town Treasurer, was entered, and
clothing, money, a watch and a number
of articles, amounting in value to about
$100 were taken.
Frank Tate's house, Mr. Slaaden's
and see eral o:her placate were eielted.
SEND US your name and geta list of our big sale
Paine'sif you haven't already received one. Celery Compound.W. T. COOPER & CO.Something to Know.
IS HOTLY CONTESTED.
Tws Days Were Consumed In Hea•ing the
Evidence in Ole Case.
THE DECIS ON WILL BE APPEALED FROM.
One of the most hotly contested cases
that has ever been heard in the Chris-
tian County Court for a long while was
begun here Monday morning, and after
consuming the entire day had to be con-
tinued to Wednesday, as only a part of
the testimony had been heard, and Tees
day being a National holiday, Ho session
of court was held
Matte Persons Concerned.
For litany years the necessity of hat •
let highway nom emit)- int-
HMI altiltitit Whelk In the Etittitivilip
His rod theties th the tiAt4404 1144hit
Ilita 40011 Fittoil ROSH 1110 004111e Ott It Ft ;
hot so it to hIti4Id 11111111 144 o***
teRie wi4110 Fitilitio NMI ill 4101 910414W
Illed me the owners of the forms Tsieeti
such ottomans °he etions, no lititIOU has
ever been taken until recently, when
large number of people liviug in that
sectiou decided to try to compel the
propertd owners along the proposed
highw my to open up a road, claiming
that the public welfare demanded that
it be done.
Considerable feeling has been worked
op over the matter.
The Case Decided.
BIGGEST OF THE YEAR,
Large Business Deal Con-
sumated Yesterday.
CASH FOR THE CEREAL.
Combine of Well Known Jill fn ía mers Dis-
pose of Their Wheat a. $1 00 a Bushel.
35,000 BUSHELS SOLD HERE FOR $35.000
The largest 1 usitiess deal of the year
was consummated Tuesday afternoon.
'The parties to the deal are eeverel
well-known Christian county farmers
and a 10-al milling company.
Placed Up a Combine.
Some time ago a number of wheat
ratters whose farms are in and near the
Julien vicinity entered into a combine,
agreeing to hold their wheat until a
'Meech:el price could be gPtlitPti hit
it
lHs tolloceit olatitoto WtP11 16 the
eothlithei Meow A. t White, 0, lot
Joffett, vl 0. Vohhte% iiihtthett gilt&
J. ji.1.)14pif itoci owl 11. A. 0oisiottel
14. A. *time, u. 14. Alowe, Jou** M*4.
mu. tic* n41100. Nick William
Weddlington. Thennu (delude W. F.
Boyd, and J N. Adams.
These ineu believed that the price of
the cereal was sure to rise, and they
have had their belief verified.
Tuesday they sold 35,000 bushels of
wheat to the Acme Mills, of this city, at
one dollar a bushel.
Closes Out the Crop.
Ills said that this deal practically
domes out the wheat crop of Christian
county, and the farmers in the combineThe close was decided Wednesday
have $35,000 to divide mord( them-by the court that the road shotill be
opened. Damages amounting to $3601 selves.
were awarded to Mr. M. Adams, whose tegaee,.e„„„^esesoe ses„.^,^eeosee,o,,a,,,, ereeseoeseppt
farm will be teiversed by the road.
Adams will take an appeal.
- - - • a--
Nuptial Notes.
Mr. COUNTY COURT ITEMS.
Morris-Oats.
Mr R. M. MorriEl and Miss Susie Oats
wet e married Tuesday by Squire H. C.
Helsley. The ceremony took place at
eight o'clock at the residence of Mr.
Georg • Tucker, in NA eat Christian. Only
the families and intimate friends of the
contracting persons were present. The
groom is a worthy young farmer, and
the bride is an attractir e young woman.
-
Moore -Kreght.
Tuesday at: the bride's borne in tl e
Kelly neighborhood, Mr. James Moore,
pruoi emus plai ter, and Miss Necte
Ellen Knight, a North Christian belle,
were pined in wedleck by 'Squire B.
F. Fueer
ACCEPT PLACE4 -Mrs. Eva Hiegen
and Air Thomas S Teenier, have ac-
cepted positions wall F. Lipmau, the
dry go elm man who will open a larg
establehment here March 1.
J. D. Russell, assignee of J. Id. Bul-
lard, has received from the County
Court pernii-eion to sell at publec auc-
tion the accounts of s .id Bullard, for
the purpose of winding up the business.
Mrs. Fannie B. Lander has qualified
tie administratrix of the estate of
W. N. Lauder, deceased with E. A.
Stowe as surety.
The following persons have been ap-
pointed appraisers of tho estate of the
late W. N. Lander: Lewis Stewart, G
II. Stowe and W K Foniquesn.
Mrs. G•rth•• Death.
The remains of Mrs. Lney Garth, who
was well-known in this city, were buri-
ed in the Eikton cemetery nt 4 o'clock
y•eterdav afternoon The de ceaaed was
hotel in Virginia. moved to Toad ontinry
in 1S:i0, was the mother of twelve chi:d-
reel tele ('f whom are living), and at the
time of her death was eighty-five years
and sixteen day. old.
AT TAYLOR COLLEGE
It may be worth something to know
that the very beet medicine for restor-
ing the tired nervous system to a
healthy vigor is Electric Bitters. This
inedieine is purely vegetable, acts by
giving tone to the nerve centres in the
shims-h, gently stimulates the Liver
and Kidneys, aud aids tle se organs in
throwing off impurities of the blood
Electric Bitters improve the appetite,
aids digestion and is pronounced by
those wee have tried it as the very beet
blood tardier and nerve tonic Try it
Sold for 50c and $1 per bottle at R. C.
Hardwick's Drug Sure.
Found The Old Cup.
When the old Sively homestead, near
this city, was erected over seventy•five
years ago, one of the carpenters, who
was angry at Mr Charlie E. Sivelya
grandmother, who was then a young
lady, concealed a cup which belonged to
her aad which she prized very highly
in the walls cf the house. Later on he
acknowledged to hiding the cup, but as
there was no way of s curing it except
by tearing down a large part of one of
the walls, it was allowed to remain. The
farm was sold recently and a few days
nwo the old house was pulled doe n
The cup was found ant:Tweet given to Mr
Sively. The cup was made frran a larg,.
horn and is handsomely tiuished and en
graved.
011171:) BATJOIn
Both the method and result, lien
Syrup of Figs is taken; i.. is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, ar.1 acts
gently yet promptly on the liLidneys,
Liver and Itcwels, cleanses the eys-
tern effectually-, dispels colds, head-
aches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind evet pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and tic.
ceptable to the stoma,:h, prompt in
its action and truly beneficiat in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substanoes, its
many excellent qualities con-mend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading drug-
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro-
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Dome. accept any
substitute.
CALIFORNIA FIO srRur co.
SAN FRANGISCU CAL
LOUISVILLE, KY. NEW VOW. N.Y.
Kitchen & Waller,
Furniture and
Undertaking.
The Lirgest Stock at Lowest Prices
;ive us a call.
The most complete line of UNDER-
TAKING in Western Kentucky, with
two experienced embalmers, Meseers.
Bailey Waller and W. N. Ducker.
Prompt attention both day and night
and satisfaction ener.oiteed.
Telephone liteidence. ^ 0 and 161.
VILLS', KY.
Wife of President Wright Thankful to
Columbia Grain Harvester and Binder,
Colurrtb:e Reaper, No. a Relli:POP,
.1, vonrrno,ad ,:a• la
II ga,...1 ma, r.n1 ,
• ,a.td.tr altIll and Ions r
The Cut hero Shows
OSBORNE sviwr SPRJNO-
TOO Ttl 11,4RROW 
 An •1;
MU. .
1 a Dr faaat
aar• t • . d • - Sulky Iv la...tad
Pear *kV 4-e•ter 1.0,r,1' otaaaly all II,.
atlathl. All aide math,  ar I.- pie
ovaltad by the 1,...,1 Ciaval oho.. The harm.
lo flexible and ,1.k',.a ridge ar halla pwaeally
well 1.114,114TEPT ON ITT .4 ir• f•
ruse...,mak., a p.m.- th mad ••••. L
Dent bog/ ,,,,ti!yet" ,ta. fa. att Ore
D. M. OSBORNE &.N., Auburn, N 1.
Al Taylor college, Upland, Indiana,
one of the buildings, "The Maria
Wright Hall" bears the tame of its
donor on the ctereer stone. Maria
Wright is the wife of Rev. Jno.
Wright, the president of the. college, as
well as president of the "National As-
eociation Local Preachere." A farni-
litir name, especially to Metho lists, all
over the country.
If anyone has known the luxury of
doing good the beloved wife and co-
worker of the president of Taylor col-
lege has enjoyed her share. the
eauee helpful spirit w th'which she has
helped many:a poor struggling student
by something more enbetautial than
good advice, Mrs. Wright wrate to the
proprietors of Paine's celery compound
hoping someone may be benefited by
Paine's celery compound, as her letter
shows that she has been:-
Washington, D. C., May 24, 1897.
1337 10th Se, N. W.
Wells, Richardson Co. :
Dear Sirs-I find your Paine's celery
eompound of much benefit as a tonic.
Sit ce taking et I feel stronger. I take
pleasure in reeommending it. Respect
fully, Mr.. H Mere" Wright.
Every person who has ever taken
Paine's celery compound }) 114 observed
how. soon it regulates the bowels and
clears the whites of the eyes of that yel-
low jaundice look. Another vritneee of
its invigorating capacity that may es-
cape the notice of persona art accus-
tomed to ordinarily Employ ear this test
is its effect on the pulee. Observe the
firin regular, full pnlse that was before.
uncertsin, fluttering and feeble.
The great tuseeptibility of woman to
worry is heightened by the fact that she
leads a more eonfined, monotonous life,
narrowed down to the four walls of
ethorn the greater part of the day.
Paine's celery compound is just what
such nervous, depressed persons need to
restore their liervee to energy and to
lift them out of their constipated, dys-
peptic habit of body.
Paine's celery compou lid Prinnteracts
the exhausting or ein of work by its
strong inducement to the delicate tis-
sues to take more food. It plainly in-
ducen the nerves and brain to feed
themeelvee more liberally, and has thus
saved countleres men and women from
chronic neuralgia, rheumatism, sleep-
leseneas and failing mental power.
No remedy has been dew( vered so
rich in Heidi-forming and energy-pro-
ducing constituents as Paine's celery
compound
E3 0 i=z NFAp m m PLEM,FuNia
TRADE MARK Sulky S',.3 •Ina
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Last Whack at
RUBp SHOES.
WOMEN'S best (Cam ()e)
spring heel Sandals,
toe; Worth 50c, for . .a. 25c
CHILD'S spring heel c.o. toe
Sandals ; 8 to 10i ;
Worth 25c, for . . • 10C
MISSES' spring heel e.g. toe
Sandals; sizes 11 to ;
Worth 35c, for . • • 15c
WOMICIkrfl intro piti gar-
volt) 14"Ittlitig teItu ni 1 35,Willi Ski; ttit
mot too $41141i,
hoo$ qtmlity i to Pe=50cWorth 75o for „„
MEN'S wool lined Alitsklas,
2d quality; sizes 6 to 84 ; 50,
Worth 75c, for . . . • L
WOMEN'S finest storm Alas-
kas, broken sizes; worth $1; 155c
Cut to . . . .
WOMEN'S Arctic', 2d qual-
ity; sizes 24 and 3;
Worth 75e, for . . 35c
MEN'S pure Gum Clogs ; sizes
7 to 11;
Worth 75e, for . • • 25c
MNNIS 11,bucit1e Areties, snag
Worth $11601 14 gigg
pyour slows 8 tu I 100
MICNIPE W001 litiOret A htig
kw 0 I. too, tiouloy
Nimbi 6114101
Worth $1.95, for 100
MEN'S Gum Bouts, 2d qual-
Worth $2.50, for . . . 150
ity ; sizes 9-13 ;
J. IL Anderson &Co.
Cor. Main and Tenth Streets.
M-01"...er• .009- ais.• ao.• aelr- .sar•it-4r „ vrc • • • • • •4 4;.--'•*****
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PROCLAMATION.
• New Goods! New People! New Prices!
$ THE GREAT NEW YORK STORE,ct With a $25,000 stock of ftrictly new and up-to-date Dry Goods, Cloth-
ing, Boots, Shoes and Gents' Furnishing Goods, will be open for busi-
• ness MARCH 1st, in he rlason Block, one door North of Wallis'
Grocery, opposite Kentucjcian office.
LATEST FABRICS!
STYLISH GARDIENirS!
IMPORTED GARBLE'S:US!
Everything new and lfirst-class. Grand Opening March lst. Beau-
• tiful souvenirs to everyt.
at The New York Store
0,1
"HIGH ART" CLOTHING!
UP-TO-DATE STORE:
CHOICEST SELECTIONS!
F. LIPMAN, Prop'r.
209 South Main Street. : : : Opposite Kentuckian Office.
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Keeping In Close
ouch With You
We realize the fact that people who buy goods at this particular
time expect to buy them I t VERY LOW PRICES. Hence we readily
solve the PROBLEM of 
h;
w to
Create Busiqess- During a Dull Period,
By making prices that CANNOT FAIL to meet the REQUIREMENT
of the most ECONOMICAL PURCHASER. We are offering special
inducements in
LADIES' CAPES and JAgKETS,
MEN'S and BON'S CLOTHING,
SHOES and GENT'S FURNISHINGS,
DRY GOODS and NOTIONS, HATS.
1. METZ,
Don't Forget the Place. Next to Hardwick's Drug Store
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SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, MANTELS, FLOOR-
ING, GRATES, CEILINGS, LATHS,
PAINTs, OILS, ETC., ETC.
Estimates given on all kinds of work.
Dagg & Richards,
Contractors and Builders.
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'TALMAGE'S SER,MONS I. and art, this power to 
appreciate the the nonpareil type at
 the bottenn, andisequaintance wrte SCIM 
ett nom the leeg primer typo at trio 
top r-z
beautiful and grand? Next to the 11114o, 
then you ask yeur wife if she has read
DISTINGUISHED DIVINE TELLSI NOV
/ the newspaper
, swift winged and eve .y- it. Oh, 
it is only a case ef *imply and
The EY ARE PUBLISHED BROADCIAST 
where present, flying over tho tense
, demand! Newapaper 111CLI aro ree. 
fuels.
, • shoved under the door, t
ossed into he They know whet you
 want, und they
counting house, laid on the work len ne 
give it to you. I believe that if th
o
hawked through the oars. All read ii
- church and the w - I bought 
nothing
white and black, German, Iri
sbnon, but pure, honest. : •hful 
newspapers
Swiss, Spaniard, American. old an
d , unthiug I.ot pure. e ...est and 
healthful
young, good and bad, sick and we
ll, lee- newspapers would be published.
 H you
fore breakfast and after tea. 
Menday shenlei gather all the editors 
and the re-
morning, Saturday night, Smithey 
nel 1.orttrs of this country iu elm great con
-
weekday. I new declare that I c
onsider ventien aud ask of them what 
kind of a
the newspaper to be the grand 
ageoey paper they would prefer to publis
h, I
by which the gospel is to ee 
prearhed, believe they would unanimeusly 
say,
ignorance cast out, oppression de
tluseee ., We would prefer to publish au eleva
t-
ed, crime extirpated, the world 
raised, ' jug pa wyr. , , So long as there is an in-
heaven rejoiced and God glorified. In iquiteus demand ther
e will be au in-
the clanking of the printing 
preset, RA iquituis supply. i 
make no apology for
the sheets fly out, I hear the 
voice ef a debauched newspaper, but I ern 
say-
the Lord Almighty proclaimiug 
t, all ing theee things iu order to divide 
the
the dead nations of the earth, 
"lezegus, respousthility between theme who print
come forth !" and to the re
treat log i o
pened it and read an advertisement
and those who read.
/surges of darkness, "Let there be Ins
ist !'' 1 Another te niptation of the 
newspaper which autionuced that eho had b
eciene
In many of mar city newspap
ers, pro- . profession is the' great allurement th
et heiress to a •large property, and that
fessiug no more than secular in
feima- surrounds them. Every occupation
 and fragment of a eewspaper li
fted her up
tion, there have appeared durin
g' the prefessiou has tennaations peculiar to 
from peuperism te affluence. Anti I do
, itself, aud the newspaper pro
fession is not know but us the thread 
of time un-
past 30 years some of the grandee
; ap-
Peels in behalf of religion and '''"1
not an exceetion. The great 
demand, rolls and unwinds a little farthe
r,
the most effective inte
rpretatieue of as you knew, is on the nervous 
force, 1 through the silent yet speaking 
nee, a.
God's government among the par 
is. and the train is rucked. The b
lundering paper may be found the vast inheritanc
e
Good sod Dad Newspapers. pelitical speech must read
 well for the of the world's rede
mption.
There are only two kinds of ute
pers-the one good, very good;
other bad, very bad. A newspaper
be started with au undecided cha
r.
but after it has been going on fo
r
everybody finds out just what it i.
it is se good or it is very led. 
The id it must be ri ht the next
Am •ddrees Conosieniorativo 
of tbe Two
• Tbowsoodth Foil Pahlioeilimi of
 Sermons.
' Glowing Tribute to the ne
elle-TrIels and
Temptations of Nowspiapsw HI '
maperight. MI6, beta,' tiAomner can A.sso-
pe
Weinnwerron, Feb. 20. -For the first
time Dr. Talmage in this discourse tel
ls
in what way his sermons have ceme 
to
a multiplicity of publication such as
has never in any other case been known
since the art of printing was invente
d;
text, Nahum ii, 4, "They shall see
m
like torches; they shall run like
 the
lightning.,
Express, rail train and telegraph
ic
communication are suggested if not for
e-
told in this text, and from it I sta
rt to
preach a sermon in gratitude to God 
and
the newspaper press for the fact
 that I
have had the opportunity of delive
ring
through the newspaper press 2.000 
see-
MODS or religious addressee, so that I
have for many years been &flawe
d the
privilege of preaching the gospel ever
y
week to every neighborhood in Ch
ris-
tendom and in many lands outsi
de of
Cbristendom. Many have wondered 
at
the promise by which it haa 
come to
pass, and for the first time in 
public,
place I Mate the three causea 
Many
years ago a young man who has 
since
become eminent in his profeesion 
was
then studying Law in a distant city. 
He
came to me and maid that for lac
k of
funds be must istop his studying un
lees
through stenography I would give 
him
sketches of sermous, that he might 
by
the sale of them secure means f
or the
oempletion of his education. I pokt
ive-
ly declined, because it seemed to m
e an
Impoesibility. but after some mon
ths
had passed wed I bad reflected upon 
the
great sadness far snob a brilliant youn
g
man to be defeated in bis ambition f
or
the legal profession I undertook to 
serve
hina-of course free of (Marge. Within
three weeks there came a requ
est for
those stenographic report* from many
parr of the continent.
Time passed on, and some gentlemen
of my own profeseican evidently th
ink-
hig tbat there was hardly room for t
hem
and for myself in Chi' oontinent, b
egan
to email me. and became so violent 
in
their amault that the chief newspsper
s
of America put special corresponden
ts
in my church Sabbath by Sabbath 
to
take down each reply as I might make.
I never made reply, except once for
about three minutes, but those corr
e-
spondents. could not waste their time,
and so they telegrapbed the sermons to
their particular papers.
Organisation .4 tka Sys/tato.
After awhile Dr. Louis Klopsch of
New York systematized the work into a
syndicate until through that mad other
syndicates he has put the discourses
week by week before more than 20,000,-
000 people on both sides the sea There
have been so many guessed on this ath-
ject, many of them inaccurate, that I
now tell the tree story. I have not im-
proved the opportunity as I ought, but
I feel the time has come when as a mat-
ter of common justice to the newspaper
preen I should make this statement in
a rermon oomraemorative of the two
thousandth full publication of sermons
and religious addresses, saying nothing
of fragmentary reports. which would
ran up into matey thousands more.
There waa une incident that I might
mention in this connection showing
bow an inkgnificant event might in-
finence us for a lifetime. Many years
ago on a Sabbath morning on my way
to church in Brooklyn a representative of
a prominent newspaper met me and
said, "Are you going to give us any
points today?" I mid, "What do you
mean by 'points?' " He replied, "Any-
thing we can remember." I said to
myself, "We ought to be making
'points' all the time in our pulpits and
not deal in platitudes and inanities."
Thai one interrogation pot to me that
morning started in me the desire of
making points all the time and nothing
bat points.
Arid now bow can I more appropri-
ately commemorate the two thouaandth
publication than by speaking of the
newepaper press as an ally cd the pnlpit
and mentioning some of the trials of
newspaper men?
Tbe newspaper is the great educator
of the nineteenth century. There is 00
force compared with it. It is book, pul-
pit, platform, forum, all in one. And
there ia not an interest—religious, lit-
erary, commercial. scientific, agricul-
tural or mechanical—that is not within
its grasp. All our churches, aod schools.
and college* and asylums, and art gal-
le.ries feel the quaking of the printing
prem.
The institution of newrpapers arose
in Italy. In Venice the first newspaper
was published, and monthly during the
time Venice was warring against Soly-
man the necond in Dalmatia it was
printed for the purpose of giving mili-
tary and oornmercial information to the
Veuetian& The first newepaper pub-
lished in England woe in 1588 and
called The English Margery. Whe can
estimate the political, soientffic, com-
mercial and religious revolutions roused
up in England tar many years par by
the press?
Tbe first attempt at this institution
tn France wee in 1831, by a pi:rye:Veen,
who published The News, for the
amusement and health of his patients.
The French nation understood hilly
bow to appreciate this power. So early
as in 1820 there were in Paris 189 jour-
nal& But in the United States the news-
paper bas oome to unlimited sway.
Though in 1775 there were but 87 ia
tbe whole oonntry, the number of pub-
lished journala is now counted by thou-
sands. and today—we may as well ac-
knowledge it as not—the religions and
secular newspapers are the great edu-
cators of the country.
Early Struggles eif the Prem.
But, alas, through what struggle the
newspaper has come to its present de-
eslorenent! Just as soon as it began te
aemonserate its power ruperstition and
tyranny ahackled it. There le nothing
that despotism so much fears and bates
sa the printing press. A great writer in
the south of Europe declared that the
king of Naples had made it unsafe for
him to write cm any subject save nat-
ural history. Austria could not bear
Kossuth's journalistic pen pleading for
the redemption of Hungary. Napoleon
I. wanting to keep hie iron heel on the
neck of nationa, said that the newspaper
was the regent of kings and the only
safe place to keep an editor was in pris-
on. But the great battle for the free-
dom of the press was fought in the
oourtrooms of England and the United
Statee before this century began. wilgi
seamIlton Deism nurgreat speecti in be-
half of the freedom of J. Peter ZengerM
Gazette in America, and when Erskine
made his great speech In behalf of the
freedom to publish Paine's "Rights of
Ilan" in England. Those were the Mar-
athon and the Thermopylie where tbe
battle was fought which decided the
freeom of the prer in England and
America, and all the powers of earth
and bell will never again be able to put
upon the printing press the handcuffs
and the hopples of literary and politicel
despotism.
It is remarkable that Thomas Jeffer-
son, who wrote the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, also wrote these words, "If I
had to cheer between a government
witbout newspapers and nevemspers
without a government, I would prefer
the latter." Stung bY some new fabri-
cation in print, we come to write or
'peak about an "unbridled printing
press." Our new book ground up in un-
just criticism, we come to write or
rpeak about the "unfair printing press. "
Perhaps through our own indistinctness
of utterance we are reported an saying
just the opposite of what we did say,
and there is a small riot of semicolons
and hyphens and commas, and we (come
to write or talk about the "blundering
printing press," or we take op a news-
paper full of social scandal and of ores
of divoroe, and we write or talk about
a "filthy, scurrilous printing press."
But this morning I ask you to consider
the immeasurable and everlasting blue-
ing of a good newrpaper.
I find no difficulty In accounting for
the world's advance. What has made
the change? "Books," you say. No, air.
The vast majority of °Wrens do not
read books. Take this audience or any
other promiscuous &Assemblage, and bow
many histories have they read? How
many treatises on conetitutional law or
political economy or worka of science?
How many elaborate poems or books of
travel? riot many. In the t7nited States
the people would not average one such
book a year for each individual. Whence
then this intelligence. this capacity to
Imir ii;.m..:aii se-seeele kieniae a.m.-aria.
sPa, • sake uf the party, and so the
 reporter
tae or the editor hits to make it r
ead well,
may , although every sentence we
re a catairtro-
cter, , phi. to the English language. The re.
'earl porter must bear all that an inaudible
and speaker who thinks it is vulgar to spe
ak
ery out says, iii g
one paper is the embodiment of
 ews, morning or the next night in the papers,
the ally of virtue, the foe of min
i , the though the night before the whole audi-
delectation of elevated taste, them g
irth •; 
• ence sat with its baud behind its ear in
eat agency on earth for =k
in the . vain trying to catch it. This man must
world better. The other paper is 
a
and among moral forces, it is
&timer of reputatian, it is the
arm of death and bell, it is the 
mi
agency in the universe for maitre
world worse and battliug again
arum of God-the one an ange
l
telligence and mercy, the other
of darkness. Between this arc
and this fury is to be fought di
battle which is to decide the fate
world. If you have any doubt
brig- go through killing night work. He must
be- go into heated aseemblages and iuto un
-
riFlit veutilated audience rooms 
that are
"eat enough to take the life out of h
im. Ho
11 the must visit courtrooms which a
re almosit
if always disgusting with ruin and tobao-
, co. Ile must expose himself at th
e ere.
he'utt, He must write iu fetid 
elleyways.
angel Added to all that be must 
have hasty
gre,_at mastieation and irregular habits. To
f the bear up under this tremendous ne
rvous
as to strain they are tempted to artificial
which is to be victor, ask the prop 
team, stimulus, and how many thousands
ask God. Tbe chief batteries 
withlwhich have gone down under their pressure
he would vindicate the right and 
thun- God only knows. They must have some-
der down the wrong are now unl 
mber- thing to counteract the wet, they must
ed. The great Armageddon of tie 
ua- have something to keep out the chill
Mons is not to be fought witb stor
ds,
but with steel pens; not with 
ulleta, 
and after a scant night's sleep they
must have something to revive them fop
tho morning s work. This Is what made
anu Horace Greeley such a stout temperan
ce
ad the man. I said to him, "Mr. Greeley, why
are you more eloquent on the subject of
temperence than twor. other_ anbieete"
tre reglIeS, "I have seen so many ot m
y
best friends in journalism go down un-
der intemperance.'
you than upon any other class of 
per- Oh, my dear brother of tbe newspaper
sons. What long strides your prefessio
n profession, wbat you cannot do without
has made in influence and power since ar
tificial etimulue God doe: not want !
the day when Peter Sheffer iavente
d you to do! There Is no half way ground
oast metal type, and because two boo
ks for our literary people between teetotal-
ecribed isni and dissipation. lour professional
et were Emcees, your domestic peace, your et
er-
1 Rev. nal salvati ,a, will depend upon your
:Uteri- theories iu regard to artificial stimulus,.
°nation I have had 60 many friends go down un-
resuln- der the temptation, their bril
liancy
er who quenched, their bonier, blasted, that I
cry out this moniing in the words of
another, "Look not upon the wine when
it is red, when it giveth its color in the
cup, when it moveth itself aright, for
but with type; not with canno
with lightning perfecting pres
the Sumters and the Moultries
Pulaskis and the Gibraltars of not 
con-
flict will be the editorial and re p. rte
rial
rooms of our great newspaper est
ablish-
ments. Men of the press, God brie p
ut a
more stupendous reeponsibility u
pon
were found just alike they were
to the work of the devil, and
printed on strips of bamboo, a
Jesse Glover originated the filet
can printing prees, and the
council of New York in solem
tion offered $200 to any priu
would come there and live, arid when
the speaker of the home of liamen
tpi
in England announced with iud guatio
n
that the public prints had re otthized
some of their doings, until in t is day, at the 
last it biteth like a serpent and
when we have in this conut many it sting
eth like an adder."
thousands of skilled stenographers and 
Who Preaches to Repoetersi
newspapers sending out copiers by the Anothe
r trial of this profession is the
billion. The press and the telegraph fact no 
one seems to care for their souls.
have gone down into the same great They 
feel bitterly about it, though they
harvest field to reap, and the t legraph laugh.
 People sometimes laugh the loud.
says to the newspaper, "I'll ra e while est wh
en they feel the worst. They are
you bind," and the ircn tee h of 
the expected to gather up religious proceed-
telegraph are set down at nne eid of the tugs a
nd to discuss religious doctrine,
across, in the editorial columns, but who ex-
up the pects them to be staved by the sermons
on the they steuograph or by the doctrines they
a morn- discuss in the editorial columns? Tbe
eel' an- world looks upon them as professio
nal.
he ehape Who preaches to re; eters and editors?
of an evening newspaper, and hat man Som
e of them ca-ae from religious
who neither reads nor takes 4 newspa- homes, and when V.ey left the pa
rental
NIper would be a curiosity. hat vast roof
, whoever regerded or disregarded,
progress since the days when Cardinal they c
ame off with a father's benedic
Woleey declared that either t e print- 1 tion an
d a mother's pruyer. They never
Eng press mum go down or tie church i thin
k cf those good old times but tears
of God must go down to this ti ne, when I com
e iuto their eyes, and they move
the printing press; and the pul it are in t' - •
^-11 these great cities homesick.
hundreds of glorious combine ions .. •: . 
S -- : ely knew what a helpful
alliances! 1 1.—..,, .1. •
 1 . ./- ill man to put his weary
Trials of Newspaper *Girt. 
head down on the bosom of a eympa-
there Christ! He knows bow nervous
One of the great trials of tiii ; news- and tired you are. He has r. heart large
paper profession is the fact tleit they are enough to take in all your interests for
compelled to see more of th shams of;I this world and the next. Oh, men of the
the world than any other rofession. newspaper press, you sometimes get sick
Through every newspaper offi e, day by of this world, it looms so hollow and
day, go the weaknese of the 'oriel, the
vanities that want to be puff d, the re-
venges that want to be wrea d, all the
mistakes that want to be corkeeted. a
ll
ane nun spealtere wnn waint to be
thought eloquent, all the meanness that
wants to get its wares noticet gratis in
the editorial columns in or , r to save
the tax of the advertising cblunin, all
the men who want to be setmight who
never were right, all the emale brained
philosophers, with story as Hug as their
hair and as gloomy es their Niger nails,
all the ttinerant bores who come to stay
five minutes and step an butte Frum
the editorial end, reportorial rooms alt
tbe follies and shams of 04 world are
seen day by day, and the teitiptation is
to believe neither in God,i man, nor
woman. It is no surprise tolme that in
your profession there are wink skeptical
men. I only wonder that on believe
anything. Unless an editor r a report-
er has in his present or i his early
home a model of earnest character or he
throw himself upon the upbetdiug grace
of God he may make teurporld aud eter-
nal shipwreck.
harvest field and drawn den
and the newspaper gathers
'beavers, setting down one she.
breakfast table in the shape o
ing newspaper and putting
other sheaf on the tea table iu
such promi•
dale Do you
re would give
if tbe people
I go into the
ity and I find
on the most
at is tainted,
h awl eavory
is put away without any ?pedal care, I
come to the conclusion th t. thei people
of that city love taint(
know very well that if I
of people in this country
I
;
Another great trial of dui newspaper
profession is inadequate coikpeneation.
Since the days of Hazlitt aid Sheridan
and John • Milton and the lwailinge of
Grub street, London, li toil, with
very few exceptions, has no been prop.
erly requited. When Olive Goldsmith
received a friend in his h se, be (the
author) had to sit on tbe indow, be-
cause there was only one hair. Lin-
t:Ilene sold his splendid (irk for a
ducat. De Foe, the autbo of so many
volumes, died penniless. he learned
Johnson dined behind a PC eell because
his clothes were ton that) y to allow
him to dine with the gentl en who on
the other. side of the scr .0 were ap-
plauding his works. And on down to
the present thee literary tlpil is a great
struggle for bread. The w 'rld metes to
have a grudge against a in who, as
they say, gets his living y his wite,
I
and the day laborer says the 'eau ef
literary toil, "You conic d wn here and
shove a plane, and baturue a thee last,
and break cobblestones, and earn an
honest living as I do iust of sitting
there in idleness scribbling " But there
are no harder worked ni . in ull tee
earth than the newspaper elle of this
country. It is not a iu tier of bard
times; it is characteristic t all times.
Men have a better appreci tear for that
which appeals to the Mu air than for
that which appeals to the rain. They
have no idies of the imin use financial
and intellectual exbanatio of the news-
psper press. Oh, men o the press, it
will be a great belp to yotl if when you
get home late at night 'rigged out and
nervous with your work y u would just
kneel down and cowmen your case to
God, who has watched al the fatigues
of the day and the uight aud who has
promised to be your God d the God of
your children forever! I
Perverted Appetites.
Another great trial of fe newspaper
profession is the diseased. appetite fie
unhealthy intelligence. tar blame the
newspaper press for givin
nence tee murderer and 6C4,
suppose that so many pa
promiuence to thew thing
did not demand thorn? If
meat market of a foreign
that the butchers bang
couspicuous hoeks meat
wbile the meat tbat iii fr
meat. You
re great name
zet hold ef a
newepaper aud there arelin it no runa-
way matches, no broken p families, no
defamation of men in
they pronounce the paper
say, "It is shockingly du
believe it is one of the tri
paper preas that the peop
try demand moral slush '
thy and intellectual foodi Now ou are
a respectable Mali, an intelligent man,
and a paper conies into *lir band. You
open it, and there are three cedunins of
splendidly written editorial, recom-
mending some moral sentiment or eerily -
nig some scientific theor . In the next
column there is a misers
ble divorce case. Which
first? You dip into lb
eiseeel to my, "V..11
;nth position,
Insipid. They
I vermin."
s of the news-
of three coun-
ter-ire heal-
tele, ceutempti•
do you read pastor on a Sabbath preaches to a few
edit• "- I "K butelred or a few thousand people, a
nd I le,
i" • • eu Selemiary or 
tee week the
winter mess Still take the Mune, ser-
mon arid preach it to millions of people.
God speed the printing press! God save
the printing press! (eel Christianize the
printine pre Y•S
I tie the printing press stand-
aez with tire electric tel.graph en the
eies Mile gathering up material and the
lightning express train en the other side
waiting for the tem' f folded keels of
newspapers, I proneunce it the mightiest
forme in our civilization. no I connnend
you to pray for all those who manage
the newspapers ef the laud, for all type-
eettere for all editers, for all publish-
ers, that, sittiug or standing in positions
of end) gnat effluence, they may give
all that influeuce for God aud the bet-
terment of the bureau rare. Au aged
women making bee living by knitting
uuwound the yaru from tho ball until
she found iu thee center of the ball there
was an old , piece of newspaper. She
nitS111t1 shall reign where 'er the sun
Does his 4Ufl`4,4SIVI. journeys run,
}its Kingdom otrileti tftalu shoro to shore
Till suns shall rise end rut no more.
The Fountain of Youth.
We all remember
the story of I'once
de Leon seeking
the fountain of
eternal youth. and
we all sympathize
with him in his
search. Youth
means so much. It
. 
means more than
si iftew---eabforeitncseo:sm. cteirinsinei
youth-with
its abounding
health and vigor,
ge tnigc hs et ekpo
',
• and sparkling
en eyes-we all
covet genu-
ine youth.
neTs,heorw edalt -
ease which
ages people
before their
time, is not the result of accumulated years •
is the effect of wrong living and unhealthy
blood. When the blood Is pure and fresh
the body will be full of youth,
Thousands of people who seemed to have
lost their youth by disease and suffering
have found it again through the use of Dc.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, the
most perfectly natural and scientific rejuve-
nator of the physical forces ever known to
medical science.
It gives the blood-making organs power to
make new blood, full of the life-giving red
Sorpuacles which drive out disease, build
up fresh tissue, solid muscular flesh and
healthy nerve force. It gives constitutional
power, deep and full and strong; rounds
out hollow cheeks and eniaciated forms;
gives plumpness, color and animation.
It does not make flabby fat like cod liver
oil. On this account, it is a perfect tonic
for corpulent people.
It aida digestion and the natural action of
the liver. and by feeding. the nerves with
highly vitalized blood banishes nervous-
ness, neuralgia and insomnia.
Where a constipated condition exists, the
"Discovery " should be uved in conjunction
with Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. which are
the tnost perfect, mild and natural laxative
in the world. There is nothing else "just
as good." There is nothing that will do the
work so thoroughly, surely and comfortably.
V 7.c
"7_1
unsatisfying! If there are any people in
all the earth that need God, you are the
men, and you shall have him, if only
this day you implore his mercy!
A man was found at the foot of Canal
street, New York. As tbey picked him
up from the water and brought him to
the morgue they saw by the contour of
his forehead that be bad great mental
capacity. He bad entered the newspaper
profession. He had gone down in health.
Ho took to artificial stimulus. He went
down further and further, until one
summer day, hot and hungry and sick
and in despair, he flung himeelf off the
dock. They found in his pocket a re-
porter's pad, a lead pencil, a photograph
of some one who had loved him long
ago. Death, as 'sometimes it will,
smoothed out all the wrinkles that had
gathered prematurely on his brow, and
as he lay there his face was as fair as
when seven years before be left his
country home and they bade him good-
by forever. The world looked through
the window of the morgue and mid,
"It's nothing but an outcast," but God
said it was a gigantic soul that perished
because the world gave him no chance.
Let nie ask all men connected with
the printing press that they help us
more and more in the effort to make the
world better. I charge you iu the nanre
of God, before whom you must account
fur the tremendous influence yen bold in
this country, to come crate yourselves to
higher eudeavors. Yon are the men to
fight back this invasion of corrupt liter-
ature. Lift up your right hand and
swear new allegiance to the cause of
philanthropy and religion. And when
at last, etanding on the plains of judg-
ment, yen look out upon the
bered throngs over whom you have had
influence, may it be fouud that you
were Leming the mightiest energies that
lifted nu n open the exalt. d pathway
that leads to the nemen of heaven.
Better than to have nit in editorial
chair, from which, with tbe finger of
type, ye n decided the destinies of em-
pires, but decided them wrong,that you
bad bee-n isome dungeouul exile who,
sty the lip b! et window iron grated, on
*raps of a New Tietue eut leaf, picked
up from the earth, aliened out the story
of hien whe taketh aeay the sins of the
world. In I ternity Dives is the beggar.
We nay friends, we will all soon get
threugh writing and printiug and proof-
re•ading and publishing. What then?
Our life is a book. Our years are tbe
chapters. Our menthe aro the para-
graphs. Ocr days are the sentences.
Our doubts are the interrogation points,
our imitation of other% the quotation
marks, cur attempts at display a dash,
death the period, eternity the perora-
tion. 0 God, where will we spend it?
Have you beard the news, more star-
tling than any found lathe journals of
the last six weeks? It is the tidings that
man is nat. llave you heard the news,
the- gladdeet that was ever announced,
coming this day from the throne of
(eel, lightning conriers leaping from
the palace gate.? 'Ile Ill-we—the glorious
newm-that there is pardon fur all guilt
and maim for all trouble! Set it up
in double leaded columns and dire•ct it
to the whole race,
Acknow‘eilgrnent• to the Secular Prem.
And now before I close this sermon,
thankfully commemorative of the "Two
Thousandth" publicatien, I wish more
fully to acknowledge tho services ren-
dered by the secular press In the matter
of evangelization. All the secular news-
papers of the day-for am not speak-
ing OM morning of the religious news-
papere-all the secular pewspapers of
the day diacuss all the questions of God,
eternity and the dead, and all the ques-
tions of the past, pressent and future.
There is not a single doctrine of theol-
egy but has been discussed in the last
ten years by the secular newspapers of
the country. They gather up all the
news of all the earth bearing on reli-
gious subjecte and then they scatter the
news abroad again. The Christian news-
.paper will be the right wing of the
A pecalyptic angel. The cylinder of the
Christianized printing press will be the
front wheel of the Lord's chariot. I lake
the music of this day, and I do not mark
dinainuendo-I mark it crescendo. A
I
M
ALL WOMAIN
Should know that the
"Old Tittle" Remedy,
Is the Hest fur Female Towel's. Corrects rill
irregularities In Female- 4 trent ns should he
taken heeling**. Lite and before Callg-ItielL
Pleaters "OW Tine" Remedies have stood the
test for twenty years.
Made only by New Spenror Medicine Co., Chat-
tanuoda, Tuuneasee.
R. C. HARDWICK.
X
FACTS ABOUT FOLKS.
-.: HANCOCK -The storks visited Mr. and
Mrs. Will Hancock, Sunday, and
when departieg left behind them
dainty little girl. The pretty stranger
has been named ikiary Neville Hauccek.
+ t +
VAN SENDEN.-The numerous Hop-
kiusville friends of Col. H W. Vail
Senden will be glad to keow that after
a full invmtigation of the chargm
against him the Wieshiugton grand jury
has come to the conclusion that there
is nothiug in them, and no action will
be taken against him.
t t t
PRESTRIDGE.-The Rev. J. N. Prest-
ridge, of Louisville, t ditor of Baptist
Argus, occupied the pulpit of the Bap-
tist church laet Sunday morning. His
sermon was on -The Second Ce ming 01
Christ," and was atteutively heard by a
large congregation. He is a former pas
tor of the church and his friends here
are legion.
KINES.-Rev. Sum P. Jones, the-cele-
breted evangelist, who if FO Wen known
in this city, has anucunced himself a
candidate for Governor of Georgia, de •
daring he has been urge d to run le.
thousands of voters. Ibis makes fom
men in the raee for Governor. They
are: Allen G. Chandler, Secretary of
State; Robert L. Berner, President ol
Sente ; Judge Spencer R. Atkinson, Rail
road Commissioner, and Sam Jones. The
great preacher declares he will not_ be
the hindmost dog in the race.
+ +;
TOUNG.-Dr. James A. Youpg, of
Hopkineville, is being very favorably
mentioned to fill one of the vacancies
mon to occur on the State Board oi
Health. Gov. Bradley could make ne
better selection than Dr. Young, for be
is safely the mom popular Republicar
physician in Western Kentucky. For
many years he hae enjoyed a very lu-
crative practice and is in every way fit-
ted for the position
As President of the State Homero-
pathic Medical Society Dr. Young made
many warm friends throughout Ken
tacky who stand ready to recommend
him in the highest terms to the State's
chief executive.
At a recent meeting of the Electric
Medical Society in Paducah Dr. Young
read an able paper before a large gather.
ing of doctors and it received the most
favorable comment throughout the
South.
In statur Dr. Young is a very large
man and his brain and medical knowl-
edge are jute as bile
A Good Small Farm for Sale.
We will sell on reasonable terms to
snit purchaser and at a very reasonable
price, a farm belonging Mre. Eliza J.
tettella (formerly Fleming) containing
158 acres, fairly well-improved, dwell-
ing house on it containing three rooms
andkitchen and other out houses; le0
acres cleared and in cultivation and 68
acres well timbered. This land lies 10
miles South of Hopkineville, Ky., one
mile from Howell, Ky., a railroad Sta-
tion on the Clarksville and Princete n
division of the Louisville & Nashvire
Railroad, in an excellent neighborhood
school house on edge of place and col -
venient to churches and mills. d&wi
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
July 18, 1897 Attorne ys.
Orphille
OPIUM, CHLORAL AND COCAINE HABITS
I A radic&I, positive and permanent curs
teed in 5 days. Ateolutely harmless
boa For part/colors ultras la
nja":14rtlaperin off" process -- No substitu-
stneWat
R. A. GUNN, M.D.,
41 Best 21st street, New rest City.
_
AN OPEN LETTE
To MOTHERS.
• -
NEXT-DOOR NEIGHBORS.R
WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD " CASTORIA," A
ND
"PITCHER'S CASTORIA," 
AS OUR TRADE MARK.
I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,
was the originator of "PITCHER'S CASTORIA," the same
that has borne and does now , on every
bear the fac-simile signature of CAzegc , -1,41;1‘ wrapper.
This is the original e‘ PITCHER'S CASTORIA," whick has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
the kind you have always bought on the
and has the signature of -.04-gge'L. • IZ4,4, wrap-
per. No one has authority from me to use my name ex-
cept The Centaur Company of which Chas. H. Fletcher is
President.
March 8, 1897.
Do Not Be Deceived.
Do not endanger the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some druggist may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the in-
gredients of which even he does not know.
" The Kind You Have Always Bought"
(3EARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE OF
a
•
Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
PINE 1110111T11011110111110014 TT 0 STREIT. Miro •04.14
 OiTv
A TEXAS WONDER.
Hall's Great Discovery.
One @ma% oottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troublea, removes gravel, cures diabetes,
seminal emiasion, weak and lame back,
rheumatism and oll irregularities of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women. Regulates bladder trouble in
children. If not sold by youredruggist.
will be sent by mail on receipt of $1.
One small bottle . two month's treat-
ment, and will rare any ease above
mentioned. E. W. HALL,
Sole manufacturer, , P. 0. Box 218,
Waco, Texas. Sold uy T. D. Arm-
istead, Hopkinsvilie, Ky.
READ THIS.
Clanton, Ala., March 3, 1S97.- I cer-
tify that I have been cured of kidney
and bladder troubles by Hall's Great
Discovery of Waco, Texas, and I can
fully recommed it
R4v. L. B. POUNDS.
All orders promptly filled. Send
Texas testimonials. sod
 
--
Leiter's wheat would make 2,666,668
barrels of flour.
Don't Tobseco Spit ana Smoke Your
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco using eas-
ily and forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, full of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Bac, the wonder-worker,
that mitkes weak men steong. Many
gain ten pounds in ten days. Over 400,-
000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, 60c
ar $1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chica-
go or New York.
Leiter has. about 12,000,000 bushels of
wheat.
C7.ells.1BITC211.X.efh..
• fso-
Hallo
01
ta Os
every
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The hero of the little hatchet will
next have his birthday celebrated.
There are three little things which do
more work than any other three little
things created-they are the ant, the
Ewe, and DeWitt's Little Early Helene
the lam being the famous little pills for
stomach and liver troubles R. C. Hard-
wick.
Barbourville has quarantined
Middlesboro.
against
No Qure-Nlp Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell
olrove'e Tasteler Chil(
ind malaria. It is simply iron and qui-
uine in a tasteless form. Children love
it. Adults prefer it to bitter, newest-
ing tonics. Price, 50c. tins d&w
Spain is pushing the work on torpedo
boate.
What pleasure M there in life with a
heads( he, constipation and billionsnems0
Thousands experience them who could
eecome perfectly healthy by using De
Witt's Little Early Riser', the famous
Little pills. R. C. Hardwick.
The State mine Inspector has com-
pleted her annual report.
...-
What More Do You Ask?
Oa receipt of ten cents,cash or stamper,
generous sample will be mailed of the
most popular Catarrh and Hay Fever
Cure (Ely's Cream Bahn) sufficient to
demonstrate its great merit. Full size
e0c. ELY BROTHERS,
58 Warren St.. New York City.
Since 1861 I have been a great suffer
3 of catarrh. I tried Ely's Cream Balm
end to all appearancee am cured. Ter-
rible headacbes from which I had long
suffered are gone -W. J. Hitchcock,
late Major U. S. Vol. and A. A. Gen.,
Bnffalo, N. Y.
The Clark county Fiscal Court has
sold $7,000 worth of county bonds.
Cascarets stimulate hver, kidneys ano
owels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe
One of the best offices of education
to teach us hyw to teach ourselvee
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The fee-
siscle
sigastan
h es
varrwanes,
Bladder !roubles.
The bladder was created for one pnr-
pose, namely, a receptacle for the urine,
and as each it is not liable to any form
of disease except by one of two ways.
The first way is from imperfect action
of the kidneys. The second way is from
careless local treatment of other dis-
eases.
Sample Sent Free,
Unhealthy urine from unhealthy kid-
neys is the chief cause of bladder
troubles. It is comforting to know that
Dr. Kilmer's Svramp-Root fulfills every
wish tu quickly curing bladner and uri-
nary troubles. It corrects inability to
hold urine and scalding or stinging pain
in passing it, or bad effects following
use of liquor, wine or beer, and over-
comes that unpleasant necemity of be-
ing aonipelled to get up many times
during the night to urinate rhe mild
and extraordinary Ufft-et o Dr. Kil-
mer's Swamp-Root ie soon realized. It
stands the highest for its wonderful
cures of the most distressing cases. If
you need a medicine you should have
the best At druggists fifty (stets and
one dollar. You may have a sample
bottle and pamphlet, both sent free by
mail, upon receipt of three two-cent
stamps to cover cost of postage on the
bottle. Mention the NEW ERA and send
your address to Dr. Kilmer &Co., Bing-
harupton, N. Y. The proprietors of
this paper guarantee the genuineness of
this offer.
It's difficult for a man to check his
creditors unless he has a bank account.
If you are unable to rem at night one
dose of Dr Belle, Pine Ter Honey will
give you natural and refreehiug sleep
It stops a cough and cures a told quite-
er than any known remedy. It heals
throit, chest and lungs, cures la grippe
permanently ; does not stnpefy-is
harmless. Children love it and old peo-
ple like it. Take no substitute. There
is nothing "just as good."
The man with grivance always
proves a grievance to his friends.
When niiions or restive, eat a Caeca-
ret candy cathartic, cure guaranteed.
50c 25c
Representative Charlton wants to
regulate the boardiug he uses.
_ ...-
Everybody Say So.
Cascarets Candy Cathartic, th., most
wonderful medical discovery of the age,
pleasant and refreshing to the twee, act
gently and positively on kidnn, a, liver
and bowels, cleansing theentire system,
dinpel colds, cure headache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliousness.
Please buy and try a box of C. C. C. to-
day ; 10, 25, 60 cents Sold and guaran-
teed to cure by all draggurte.
-•••••• 
.41••••-.
Klondike parties are still beieg formed
in various parts of the State.
We are anxious to do a little good in
this world and canthilik of no plearan
ter way to do It thi.ii by recommending
One Minute Cough Cure ae a'preveutive
of pneumonia, cousumption and ether
serious lung troubles that follow erg-
lected colds. R. C. Hardwick.
--:••••■•
••
Tie he-
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Simian
" 
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After a man is 20, in thinking of
coasting be consult-1m the walk back.
-
Wi ()opine cough is the aunt disarms-
ing malady but its auratinn eau be cut
short by the use of One Minute Congo
Cure, which is also the beet Ithown rent.
My for croup and all lung and bronch-
ial troubles. R. C. Hardwick.
Scene men have such a horror of debt
that they become narrow.
__ewe
C3..ft.farrOXI.X.A..
Is es
It is astenishing how many pe-ple
criticise things they know nothing :dent
---
 --epee es.--
Don't annoy others by yourroughing,
and risk your life by neglecting a cold
One Minute Cough Cure cures eouehs,
colds, deep, grippe and all throat anti
lung troubles. R. C. liartiwiek.
ei When a girl goes on the orate to look
for her steady, eVe ryboily knows it.
One dose of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey
given to a child on re-tiring stops a
cowrie relieves creep or cures a cold
and insures quiet rest and refreeehiug
sleep. It iR harmlees. Babies love it.
All mothers who have uned it recom-
mend it.
It is as necessary to cut down the
weeds as it Is ter hoe the cern.
Jaat try a 10c box of (Macerate the
threat liver and bowel regulator ever
made.
The man who has truth for his friend
will be helped of God.
Children and adults tortured by burns,
scalds, injuries. eczema or skin diserwea
may secure instant relief by using De
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It is the great
Pile remedy. R. 0. Hardwick.
From the windows of home we may
behold the heavenly city.
After years of untold ,suffering from
piles, R. W. ;Pareell of Knituersville,
Pa.. was cured by using a single box of
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. Skin dis
ease such as eczema, rash, pimples and
obstinate sores are readily cured by thie
famoua remedy. R. C. Hardwick.
A good man is a man who knows bow
bad he is.
A thrill of terror ix erpenenced when
a brassy cough of croup sounds through
the house at night. But the terror soon
changes to relief after One Minute
Cough Cure has been administered. Safe
and harmless for Children. R. U. Hard-
wick.
FOR SALE.
A nice farm containing 175 acres tf
land lying 8 milesNorth of Hopkineville.
Price moderate; terms cash, balsa
m+
in one and 2 years; same place on which
0. E. West now lives.
Henze WOOD & Som.
Nov. 20, 1897.
•
However sad a man may seel he loses
his look of sadness wheu eating a good
dinuer.
Rheumatism Cured ix a Gay.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 8 days.
Its action upon the system is remarkable
and myeterons. It removes at once the
ewe and the diseme immediately die
appears. The first doaegreatlo benefits;
76 eenta• Sold by R. 0. Hardwick Drng-
rist Hopkinavele
HEALS
f.016C-GAISPS DiAlb
RMOIA PLUX-C1101.•
ERA MOnOU5 HAUS*
A cHaNGES Of VIA*
TaR LTC-
CUTS-SUM. intintiln
ISCRATCHIS - 9ITIS Of
ANIMAL'S- SERPSJITIV
BUGS-lit-
13 R EA KS BA° eca"-t-A-GRIPPE INFLUErle
UP ZA - CROUP -50Rt
 THROAT-ETC-
RELIEF POSITIVEI,Y GUARANTEED5, R. mirtaw.c....., 40,..6,iit1). 0
P 1 584
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Trenton.
M. M. Graves lees contracted with
Ferlees & Bros , for the building of
pretty reset's-nee here.
Claude Graves, who has been pub:ish-
ing the defunet -Trentou Newo," has
taken a position un the Cluthrie Courier.
Sneak thieves here been getting in
!their work here the meet week.
Sam E. Steger has sold his farm aud
sill move to Clerksville.
Lafayette.
The protracted nieetina which Revs.
J S1. Crow and Graeville W. Lyon
halve en holding here was really a
great religious revival. 'I be meeting
closed laet week w ith twenty-six addi-
tions to the church.
Roaring Springs.
There is more se kliegs than usual
here.
Miss Lizzie Raseoe's school has open-
ed with a good attendance.
Mr S. J. Dawson. Mrs. H. L. Hille
and Miss Salle Crenshaw are on the
sick list.
Guthrie.
Work is being pushed on the race
track at the new fair grounds at Guth-
rie and it is xpeeted that there will be
a good meeting there this year. The
fair company hap been erganized with•
in the past few mouths, with a capital
of $10,000.
Fairview.
"ries elauehter of Mr. George Fringe
who was badly burned recently is rapid•
ly reeoveriug.
News has been received that Mr. Wil-
liam H. Jesup, who is at Asheville, N.
C., is much improved in health.
C•sky.
The wifee of Mr. R. D. Gray presented
her husbend with a bouncing girl baby
lust week.
Xmans DI..
Mr. John W. Grissom is extremely ill.
He is suffering from pneumonia, and it
is feared that he can not possibly re-
cover.
Pembroke.
Mrs. Flora Massie has about recovered
from a severe illness.
Sam Jainerson. the telepraph opera-
tor, is now working at Baker's.
The new roller mills are now n sue
cessful eration.
I)AV IS Female l'411s are
safe and sure, thtiy never
fail. Proof Free. Supply
t 0.. Ch. - r. Conn.
LADIES
That
Tickling
in the throat Is instantly
relicred by Dr. Bella Pi ne-Tar.
Hone.% -a wonderful remedy for
coughs and 1111 troubles caused by
Inflammation of the niueous men:t-
hrall...sof the throat and respiratory
organs. A purely vegetable cone
- pound, it contains nothing but heal.
inga nd Invigorating medicinal prop-
ert ,es. It is guaranteed to cure the
must stubborn coughs as well as
mei bronchitis. sore throat, La
urt ppe, hooping cough, and croup.
DP. BELL'S
Pine-Tar-Honey
sulacioatilliVeryli.00wahereboamt .tfiro.
sill he sent upon receipt
Tlic"ertc.R bRY. Autheriaari
Medicine Compass,
Paiimesit, Kenteeek..
r
4441t1, :
MOW•
orphine
OPIUM, CHLORAL AND COCAINE HABITS
A radical, positive and permanent cure
guaranteed in 5 days. Absolutely harrnks.
No "tapering off" process - No substitu-
tion method. F., Pc,brcla• al-a-ma
ts
otrrrtost tooliriortort
R. A. (It '4N, M.D.,
41 East 2Ist Street, New Vert City.
Announcements
roa coetieess.
We are authorized to announce
H D ALLEN,
of Union county, as a candidate for
Congrees from the Second Congression•
al district, subject to the action of the
Democra tic party.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cles-.i-s and besinifies thee twlr.
}',.rNrnya • lost/runt toroth
:i<.rer Pails to Nestor* Om
Maar to Its Youthful Color.
Cur. scalp d meows AL Pair „
is.c.,send elm at PresWele 
3 FAVORITE AN9
MOST POPULISM
FLOW ER S ;
PANSIES, NASTURTIUMS ;
SWEET PEAS, one Pkt. of
each variety tor only C ts
God tb• Ildtmos et Um Mon& U
t erty Hof, 1/1 1.1•1 Corot quo trod rime ceir.es.
c wrrAcrt7. Wow Ps. 111••••••••. aim
SENT FREE
to housekeepers—
Liebig COMPANI'S
Extract of But'
COOK BOOK—
telling how to prepare man)
delicate and delicious d6hes.
Address, Liebig Co., P. O. Box 2715, New York
Clitehesier's Foolish Diamond areal
NNYROYAL PILLS
Original awl Oelsclesielais.
s•It. wooy• 1.010.
1,rut;10 tor Chu rbsasor tool•all Ds*
"rood Spend r• Kai awl I.0411nnonolLio
Nese* waled 1..11 Woo rintn.ry Take
. ether. 11,t.s.• ylortoorourt nsiottOr
row and oar baron. A Irmernont. or mod de.
in sumo. by pot-oculars ontr•noolais itr.
.Itellef far Ladles." Uttar. by soluro
Soil Sy to Lomat ltrornial•
'soot.' ea !Shooter Cliro0010111,..Illothee aro
Reit 3 0,0ot o fiomf.7e•
1•111LAIDA.. A.
P
HAVE YOU toorl:..1°Or=s,
rs 1n Month, Hair !ailing/ Write COO
R ED SRI llsoesie Temple
'aleago, III.. for proofs of cure. Caw.
al. 115.406,000. Worst. eases eured In 1
SS days. 100-pere beek free,.
CATAR RH ELY'SCream Balm
Is quickly absorb-
ed. Cle1111144.14 the
Nasal Passages,
pain and In-
flammation, heals
end protects the
membrane f 11 in
cold. Restores the
non... of :Rine and
14111.•11. Give. re•
nt once, and It
w Ill cure.
A preemie is ap-
plies directly into
the nostrils. IP
agrees' le. 4A/cents at dr aggists or by nasui;
me re !mei.
ELY liktOTIlLitti, 66, warren St., New
York,
• r.• I 1) A0 a ,-.410011110100
14011040,
•
Whichillaff
tiBetter/fair
The housew e's dunes are harder than n,ee
realize. Cleanin alone is a constant tax on 1.er
strength, a neve ended task. More than half th
e
work of cleaninVec can have done for her, if she
will, and the nee will be next to nothing.
noes the better half of cleaning ; does it letter
Len any other way known ; does it easily, quickly
.ed cheaply. Largest package-greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Chicago. Ht. Louis. New York. Bottum. PLII:olelphia.
"*.c rs
41 is
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It takes keeln common sense,
added to supetior judgment and
experience, to he superintendent of
a railroad. 84h a man never re-
commends anything that he has not
himself subjected to crucial test..
A prominent reilroad superintend-
ent, living at iSavannah, Ga., in
which city he lwas born, says he
feels better thlin he ever did, and
he had the worpt case of dyspepsia
on record. He lhad no appetite, and
the little he atei disagreed with him,
causing him vomit often. He
had pains in e head, breast and
stomach, but er using three bot-
tles of P. P. he felt like a new
man. Hesayll t he feels that he
could live fore r if he could always
get P. P. P. name will be given
on applicatio to Lippman Brothers, th
proprietors of this great remedy.
Dyspepsia in all its forms is promptly
and permane y cured by P. P. P. Gener
al
Debility and 1 k of energy give place t
o vim and ambition throvigt
the use of P. P. Blood Poison and a
ll its incidental and hereditary
ills are eradiceted by P. P. P. Rheumatis
m is conquered and banished
by P. P. P., askre also Catarrh and Mal
aria. P. P. P. is a purely vege-
table co d, which has steadily g
rown in favor for years.
SOLD BN, ALL DRUGGISTS.
LIPPMAN ROTHERS
10 4
25 4 5
ABSOLUT
me sad beet
PROPRIETORS, Savannah, Ga.1.12pm..ig
041.0 41.11•411.4...........•
ANDY CATHAPTIC
CURE COHSTIPATION
ALL
4 GGISTS
y GuiRmiTEED 4sre as, rim* Of eiiio•tioat.os. ter' ., • 1st .a.sitire. Ibt•IT imp Of wripr.aut esliolt salstral
tree. Ad, STVRI,11‘fi RESEW (IL Chiesro, Meatresl, Can
— er See 'Wit.
NAT OXITHER.
TOBACCO WAREHOUSES.
.7 YES WEST
Caither West, •
--Tobacco--
Co mission Merchants.
Hop ins‘ Hie, • - - - - Kentucky.
Mend A lemma Ilk.de 4 n eel ire. ur
 Munlhe' Mort gi rce
W. G. WitilFT.I• Ft,
W. H. FAxoft.
Wheeler,,Mills & Co.,
Tobacco 'Warehousemen, Commission Merchants and
Grain Dealers.
FIRE GOF WAREHOUSE, Cor. Russellville an
d Redraw !Asia.
Liberal Adv ce on Consignments. All Tebacco Sent
 us Covered by Insurance
Hopkinsville,
..:e
.4;
re'
T. 0. HAN Mil
M F. SHRYER.
People's Warehouse,
1 Ranbery & Shryer, Prop'rs.
ieRailroad St et Between Tenth 
,
an Eleventh. HOP
KINSVIILE, KENTUCKY.
,
rilfrcare nl attention given to sampling and seleing al
l tobacre enneigned so
us. Liberal advances on tobacco in store. All tobacco insur
ed unless otherwise
instructed.
SHIP OUR TOBACCO TO.....
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co., ,
PROPRIETORS
Mai,4 Tol%cc:
HOP/EINSVILLE,
 
 
- 
GRANITE AND—ITALIAN
KENTUCKY.
MONUMENTS
And all ki
satisfactio
MARKERS, HEADSTONES,
de of CEMETERY WORK. ,Latest deligue, best workmanship.
guaranteed in every particular. CgrffTour orders are solicited
.
bt. H.
and
rown,
S6,enth &Virginia Sts., opkinsville, Ky.
1853
L. N. Time Table.
SOUTF1 ROUND.
I No. M Accom'dation departs 8:15 a. nt..
1%3 Fast line  " 6 :35 a. ra.
" 51 Mail , " 5 :13 p.
" el New Orleans lim. " 11:16 p.
NORTH.
52 Chicago & St. Louis linn 916 In.
' 9'2 Mail 11.):18 a. la
A 54 Fast line . .   9 -48 p.
IV, 58 Accommodation. arrives 8 :25 p. ra.
'ftb
FERE! SCHMITT Agent
IHopkinsville,
leans loaf MemEph.
and Slee r from Princeton to New Or-
Ar. Don't II 1010 5. ni. 2:ea p. ni. 6:01
.1 p. m.
I.v. Evan lle
At . Critic 'n b:SO a. m. 4 ilIt p. in. T:16 p4in
liop'svill , 7:16 it. tn. fls:aki6i p.. min.. 6:ei p. rn
:: PirliPti_lcdt :rim 7:16 a. m I ao p. tn. 4:45
 p. m.
:: ilA'adwilieL II 150:1165pa.mM. 1521:411 al). ionh; 7:66 64M
" New. l . 9 :1P1 a. In. 710 p. In!
o memp is 5:211p. tn. 7 AI a. tn.
" fiend n
.• ILVA'IL lb
Train o. 802 has through Chair Oar
A KIVIA •T HOPKINI4VILLA.
d liy, ex. isun. daily.
No. 866, A t• , sNlion . aM1.1m1 , . N o . 11611, Ali
LA \ KR 11,40.P.KlicaviLiLszv.
No. MC Ae. No. MY, No. sn. Ac
daily, daily. dry, ex. bu
,ild 
sllirozpitkwoon Dint! Ticy
10::i0 tt. tn.
1,:a5 p. tn. 
daily.
ND, A. G. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.,
Dec. 6, '97,
9.-
DR. W. M. RIQUA.
Physician and Surgeon,
Office with Dr. Andaman,
Over Planters Bank
pr. 6E0. N. EaMpbeli.
Physician and Surgeon.
Offiee Over Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
EON. 0. PRONE
Attorney-at-Liw.
OFFICE with J. I. Lando*
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Hunter Wood. Hunter W
HUNTER WOOD -SON,
AttOrneys-At-Law.
Office in Hopper Block, up stain ov( r
Plantern Bank
HOPKINSVILLE. • - KENTUCKY
Dr. C. N. TANDY:
1•T 'Z.' 6 '2'
e 'nee ti and bridge work a specialty.
°thee over Richard and Co's. stare
Main St.
--,
